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Alcohol sales on Sunday Crash kills
by Sean Cook
interim Time-Out editor

CU student

A group of Clemson bar and restaurant owners is pushing for a referendum on Sunday sales of alcohol, in
anticipation of the Carolina Panthers
inaugural season and the business
which is coming with it.
The Tavern Committee of the
Clemson Area Chamber of Commerce
NFL Task Force is passing a petition
which asks the City for a referendum
on the idea, according to Chairman
Esther Revis-Wagner, who is also
owner of Nick's. For a referendum to
be approved, the group must have at
least ten percent of Clemson's registered voters sign it.
Clemson currently has 4710 registered voters, says Revis-Wagner. To
place the local sales option on the
ballot, at least 471 voters would currently have to sign the petition.
In an effort to get students and
other concerned Clemson residents
involved, a voter registration drive is
VOTHti, page U

Cooke
indicted
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by Adrian Scott
staff writer

Larry I

TD's is the site of a voter registration drive aimed at
commuting students. Local bar owners hope to gain
signatures on a petition to allow Sunday alcohol sales.

sec FA J AL, page 14

Faculty pay not keeping pace
by TerrellJohnson
editor-in-chief

Average University Salary Increases since 1987
$5,000

by Tyrone Walker
staff writer
A City of Clemson
councilmember was suspended Wednesday from
his office of City Council
after being indicted on
charges of one misdemeanor count of assault and
batter)' of a high and aggravated nature last week.
Cooke had applied for
states Pre-Trial Intervention (PTI), but his request
was denied.
Councilmember Kenneth Cooke, the former
director of Student Services
at Clemson University, was
suspended from his office
by Governor Campbell.
According to the statement released by the City
see COUNCILMAN, page 14

rthelemy lV/senior staff photographer

Senior Education major, LaVette D.
Jones died from head injuries sustained
from an automobile accident. The accident occurred around 11:30 p.m. on
April 15, 1994 at Hwy 76 and 123. Miss
Jones was a passenger in the automobile. Two others were in the automobile, and they were taken to the Oconee
Hospital. There was one other person
in the other automobile accident, but
he was not injured.
LaVette was the 21-year-old daughter
of Ms. Jeanette Jones and Mr. Sidney
Hills of Columbia. She was born onjuly
7,1972. LaVette planned on graduating
in May 1994. She was currently residing
in University Place Apartments. While a
student at Clemson University, Level Itwas a member of Delta Sigma Theta

During a Faculty Senate
meeting in early Mar., the
Welfare Committee presented
a study which compared the
salary increases of faculty, administrators, coaches and extension personnel. This study
found that administrators have
on average been awarded significantly higher salaries than
faculty members since 1987,
and coaches were given the
greatest salary increases of all.
Dr. Allen Turner, associate
professor of electrical engineering, handled the data
analysis. According to Turner,
the Faculty Senate called for
this study as a result of the
general perception that administrators were favored for salary increases.
"We were concerned that
the limited resources available
for raises were going to other
places than to the faculty
_—.
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j The Tiger will be holding elections for
1
Senior Staffpositions April 24 at 8:00
p.m. They will be held in room 903 of
the Union. Call 656-2150 for more
information.

Recycling dedication today,
see page 23-

There will be aTown Meeting April 29
from 9 a.m. - 11 a.m. at the Strum
Thurman Institute Auditorium. Discussions will revolve around task
forces. All are welcome.
■
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There was a perception within
the Faculty Senate ahead of
time that the administrators
were getting a disproportionate share of the raises."
Turner stated, "This is my
first year on the Faculty Senate. To a large extent, what I
see the Faculty Senate doing is
looking over the shoulders of
administrators to see if they
are acting in the best interest
of the University as a whole."
The Freedom of Information Act provides lor citizens
to have access to the salaries of
state employees. S.C. law dictates that only the information about those employees
with salaries greater than
$50,000 must be made explicitly available to the public.
Therefore the study conducted by the Faculty Senate
is concerned only with University employees in this income bracket.
Turner calculated the aversec SALARIES, page ti
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Vandalism and thefts problematic
by Jennie Davis
staff writer
Police are still looking for
the man who attacked ajogger
on Mar. 23.
A young adult male was
sexually assaulted mid-afternoon near the Twelve-Mile
Landing after stopping to use
the public restroom at the recreation area.
The attacker was described
as a white male with brown
hair who is between the ages
of 30 and 39. He is approximately 5T0 and weighs about
190 lbs.
In the past week, numerous
vehicles were damaged due to
hit and runs as well as vandalism.
$1500 damage was done to
Margaret Gibson's car while it
was parked at the Post Office
Road by thejohnstone com-

plex.
Trudy Kirby's car was hit
while it was parked in the C-4
parking lot. $200 of damage
was done to the right side.
Bingqi Zhang's car was
parked at Daniel Drive when
$300 in damages was done to
it.
On Wannamaker Service
Road, William Otis Nix's car
was vandalized. The damage
to the car totaled about $100.
The spare tire cover was
stolen from William K.
Banner's car while it was at
Hunter Street.
Christina Susi Burrell reported a hit and run to her car
while it was located behind
Clemson House.
Gerrit Riemer's wallet, $35
of cash and credit cards were
stolen from the locker room
in Fike Recreation center on
April 12.

A young male was sexually assualted in Twelve Mile Landing.
A hang tag worth $20 was
stolen from Clemson University employee, Laura Ann
Rodgers. It was stolen from
her car, which was located at
Arnett dealership in Anderson.
$20 in cash was stolen from
the cash register in Schilleter
Dining Hall on April 14.
Around 1:30 am, a rock was

thrown at and broke the large
lounge window of Lever dorm.
Several people were arrested for possession of alcohol by a minor or for possession of false identification.
Anthony Perez Davis was
issued a citation in Calhoun
Courts for possession of wine
while under the age of 21.

Chris Gordon Davis was at
the South Carolina National
Guard Armory when he was
arrested for public disorderly
conduct and charged with
possession of false identification.
Also at the Armory, Christopher F. Pantano was arrested
for false identification.

Repercussions of resignations
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer

Overall, Hatfield is happy in his new
ship between the vacancies, but he
does acknowledge that "it's been a position, although his demeanor might
very difficult year for Clemson, and suggest that he is still somewhat bitter
As another academic year winds for higher education in general. All about the lack of acceptance he sufdown at Clemson, there will be a sig- the funding has been cut back for the fered in TigerTown, and he warns that
nificant turnover in the student popu- University, and that makes it difficult Clemson is a dangerous place for those
lation, as seniors move on to graduate to maintain morale" — in the football with too much patience.
"Expectations are extremely high
school or to the job market, and high program as well as on the campus in
when you've won National Championschool seniors flood the campus with general.
visits, waiting for their opportunity at
Hatfield is now the head coach at ship; it's a standard everybody expects
college.
Rice University. The program at Rice all the time. But the end can never
But this year has been unlike many is obviously not as high-profile as justify the means. There is a right way
others, because there has been a sig- Clemson's, and with the breakup of to do things that can still win within
nificant turnover in the administrative the Southwest Conference, the Owls' the rules, if everybody pulls together."
Cliff Ellis makes it clear that his
personnel, including several Univer- future is uncertain. Yet the pressure to
sity employees who have resigned. In win is just as great there as anywhere resignation was solely his idea, based
fact, the three highest-profile positions else, and it doesn't show signs of let- on what he felt was best for him as a
in the administration — University ting up soon.
basketball coach, and he distances himpresident, head football coach and
"There's no doubt the job has be- self from the other situations. Still, he
head basketball coach — have been up come much more difficult," Hatfield was in the final year of his contract,
in the air at some point this year, as says of the coaching profession, "be- and there was a possibility that his job
Max Lennon, Ken Hatfield and Cliff cause most people are very unforgiv- would be taken from him if he didn't
Ellis, each decided to end his tenure in ing. Whatever the standards are that leave it voluntarily.
his position.
"It's hard to evaluate how Hatfield
have been set, that's where they expect
and Lennon feel, so I won't," he said.
Hatfield was the first to leave, an- the program to be every year."
nouncing his intention to leave Nov.
The added pressure from media "I think my choice was a decision I felt
24, and because the Tigers still had to outlets and disgruntled fans, as well as like was right for me at the time. I
play in the Peach Bowl, Tommy West the pressure for football to be a mas- don't think I'll speculate on them — I
was named as his replacement within sive revenue machine, makes the job can only speak for what I thought was
10 days.
doubly difficult, and, according to right for me."
Ellis, too, already has another job,
Ellis announcedjan. 7 that he would Hatfield, "it'll intensify even more; I
resign his post at the end of the Tigers' can't see it slacking off. There's more as head coach at Auburn. An Alabama
season; Rick Barnes was named his pressure to make more money and to native, he has many friends in that
successor March 22. Lennon made fill every seat for every'game.
area, and combined with the new chalpublic his decision Feb. 26, although
"Sometimes [administrators] don't lenge of reviving the War Eagle basketthe Board of Trustees is still searching see how many people are in the stands, ball program, he decided to leave his
for a replacement, and Lennon will but how many empty seats there are. position, one he held for 10 years.
"I love Clemson," he said. "It was a
stay on until at least March 1, 1995.
They think, 'Maybe we can sell more
Do such drastic changes indicate a tickets if we change.' And money is place I raised my family, and it was not
fundamental problem in the manage- such a dominant driving force that an easy thing to leave. But I felt like I
ment of the University? Are these signs sometimes you can overlook other needed a change, and I also thought it
that Clemson is suffering from an im- things that are more important. But was the right time to make it."
Although Ellis was one of the
age problem? Or are the changes sim- that's the prevailing attitude at a lot of
University's highest-profile employees,
ply a case of bizarre timing? All three places in the country."
men who left the University commuHatfield has no misgivings about he did not enjoy nearly as much exponity say it is the latter, each for slightly his role in the problems associated sure as a football coach, or even as
different reasons.
with Tiger football in 1993, pointing basketball coaches at other ACC
Ken Hatfield remains quick to point not only to the 8-3 record his team schools. Laboring in the shadows of
out that he did not resign from his compiled before he left, but also to the the football program, however, will
position as CU's head football coach team unity and moral character his not change at Auburn, where the Tiafter his fourth full regular season but team showed, and he indirectly faults gers finished 11-0 last season but could
before the Tigers' Peach Bowl appear- some Clemson fans and administra- not compete for the National Championship due to NCAA probation.
ance — he still says that "it was a mutual tors for their impatience.
Nonetheless, Ellis is pleased with
separation."
"There were high expectations, beHis problems with fans and admin- cause everybody always wants to be his fortunes and welcomes the chalistrators were well-documented, since the best," he says. "But if you take care lenge. "It's a situation very similar to
his detractors were both influential of the person (athlete), then the wins the one when I got to Clemson in
and vocal. He made clear during the will come, but some people just want 1984. It's a program that needs revitalpress conference announcing his deci- the wins and don't care about the ization, and that's what I feel like I do
sion that he was unhappy with the person. Some seemed to have the atti- best.
"There's a lot of friends we have
treatment he received, yet he still main- tude of, 'If they [the coaching staff]
tains an interest in Clemson.
win, then we'll like them, and if they here [at Auburn], and it's a good situation for me."
He does not see a marked relation- lose, we won't.' "

Max Lennon has yet to abdicate the
presidency of the University, but only
because the process for choosing his
replacement is complicated and
lengthy. After assuming the office in
1985, Lennon oversaw tremendous
growth in Clemson, but also had his
share of detractors.
But he flatly denies there are problems with the administrative system
that link the three situations. "There's
no connection," he says. "None whatsoever. The basketball issue is not related at all, and had its own set of
circumstances.
"In addition, all three positions have
changed in the past year at Furman.
There's no connection between Clemson and Furman, or between one position or another."
Having been in his post for 10 years,
Lennon says that the job itself has
changed over his tenure, as the focus
of higher education seemingly shifts
from solely based on students' welfare
to the multi-billion dollar financial returns large institutions generate.
"The position has changed, that
much I can speak for," he says. "But I
can also assure you that it's changed
nationwide. It's rapidly becoming more
complex because of the large increase
in the number of issues that must be
handled and a rapid decline of state
support."
t
The challenge universities face now,
he continues, are "to find alternative
sources of funding." And the difficulties the next president will face are no
different.
"I don't see any simplification trend
at all," he says. "The complexity is
increasing, and the situation must be
addressed with care. The need for
change in higher education combined
with the shortage of funding becomes
a very difficult agenda to manage and
to lead."
As Clemson moves on to the 199495 academic year, new faces will domi:
nate the public eye: former CU assistant West will embark on a full year of
coaching the football Tigers, and
Barnes will bring a new spark to the
basketball program. Exactly who will
replace Lennon remains to be seen,
but whoever takes the position will
face an increasingly difficult job to
handle.
And when he has trouble dealing
with the pressure, perhaps he can consult the other new faces for some advice.
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Oakcrest tenants harassed Rising costs for
by Natasha Page
staff writer
Two maintenance men
were accused of sexually harassing two women at the
Oakcrest apartments.
About two weeks ago,
John King and Ron Cleveland were invited to the ladies' apartment one evening.
One of the women asked the
men for a beer, and they
claim that the two men began harassing them by making some comments and
touching them.
The women then demanded that the men leave.
One of the women's boyfriend punctured the tires
on the men's company car
after hearing about the incident.
Cleveland and King deny
doing anything that they have
been accused of.
King, one of the former
maintenance men, claimed
that he and Ron Cleveland,
had changed locks on all the
apartments and made a routine route, giving new keys
to the residents.
King stated that the day
before die incident, one of
the girls at one of the apartments asked them to bring
some food from Charlie T's
the next time. The men assumed that the girls were
their friends.
King added that they went
to the girls' apartment to give
them new keys after chang-

ing their locks. The girls invited them in, and they had a
couple of beers. King also
mentioned that they talked
and the girls were friendly and
receptive.
"These allegations are totally false. It's phony and fictitious as cartoons are. I didn't
touch anybody's body at all. I

enough evidence to make any
further investigations.
They also stated "this case
is a big zero," and the judge
would not issue a warrant.
Although the case is to
remain closed and Clemson
Police have refused to give
polygraphic exams, the maintenance men are desperate

students

by Susan Adams
staff writer
The April 19 meeting focused on Bill No. 4 and two
guest speakers from Student
Services. The Senate committee chairs and vice-chairs were
introduced and the committees met briefly for the first
time this semester.
Bill No. 4 confirmed Brad
Linn as Elections Chair, Jenni-

House. There will be an any
40 and an any 40 lunch plan
offered to students in on-campus apartments and those living off-campus. He said that
the reasons for the increase
were the rising overhead costs
such as trash removal.
Schauf also spoke of a $.05
increase in the cost of drinks
from on-campus vending machines. All vending machines
are supposed to be equipped

Senate (Beat

file photo

Maintenance workers have been accused of
sexual harassment.
never intended to cause these
girls any trouble."
Ron Cleveland, the other
man accused of sexual harassment stated, "I'm not guilty of
anything. We've lost our jobs
over a lot of fetish lies that
have been said to my boss."
Cleveland is also currently
talking to a lawyer to deal with
the situation. No charges have
been filed. Clemson Police
stated that there was not

to take the polygraphic exams to clear their names and
prosecute the women.
Both of the women are
also seeking to take polygraph exams.
Robert Dobson, the landlord of Oakcrest Apartments,
added " If these guys aren't
guilty, they're coming back
to work. If [they] are guilty,
I'll do everything that I can
to put them in jail."

fer Melton as Student Government Council Chair and Todd
Thayer as Assistant for Student Services.
Sen. Heuer introduced
Cam Schauf from Business
Services andJohn Gilbert from
Transportation Services who
were there to inform the Senators about changes in Student
Services. Gilbert said that the
only change would be a $0.25
increase in the UPS charge
per package.
Schauf stated that there will
be a 5% increase in the cost of
meal plans per semester.
There will .also be an expansion of services that will be
offered. Those with a 7-day
plan will have unlimited access to dining halls during meal
periods. The only exception
is that they will not be able to
carry food out of the Clemson

with dollar changers and
swipes for Tiger Stripe by the
end of next year.
There were several questions from the Senators regarding the changes in meal
plans, however there was a
heated debate over the increase in vendor drinks.
In his report, Vice President DuBose said that Cabinet members will begin going
door to door to talk to students about important issues.
The chairpersons for the
Senate committees are Brian
Suber, Academic; Chad Young,
Environmental, Safety and
Accesibility; Eric Glass, Housing; Brian Huff, University Relations; Melanie DuBois, Business Services; Will Aiken, General Affairs; Dusty Broadway,
Judiciary; Chal Brasington,
Trafficing and Parking.

Get a piece of history
The 1994 TAPS will be available at the Phantom Lot
(in front of the Union) and the Sheep Barnf
9:00a.m. - 4:00p.m. on April 25 - 29, May 2 - 6.
For only $ 30.00, you can own your own piece of history! Cash, checks, and tiger stripe will be accepted.
Student IDs are neccessary to pick up prepaid books.
Any questions?? Please call 656-2379.
Pick up your TAPS, and vote on next year's theme!
i

-'I
t Please note the change in distribution. Distribution will occur at the Sheep Barn May 2-6 only.
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Opinion
Too many taxes
will suffocate
Recently there has been legislation
about a $1.25 cigarette tax in Congress. They say that the revenues of
the tax will go towards paying for the
universal health plan, while discouraging smokers from continuing their
unhealthy habit.
Well, somediing does not seem
right. It makes sense to raise die price
of something to discourage its purchase, but if no one buys the product
because of its tax-inflated price, this
would eliminate revenue generated
by the tax. The money
diat die tax would bring
in to pay for a certain

Dave Moorman
editorial editor
program would have to come from
somewhere else. So what is the point
of the tax, except to piss people off?
The whole point of a tax is to raise
revenue for the government to spend.
So actually, the government does not
really want to ban smoking because
diis would cut down on the large
amount of money coming in to pay
for our health coverage. So where
would the money come from if smoking was snuffed out? It would probably come from Social Security again.
In the first place, there are already
too many taxes. There are taxes for
everydiing. There is sales tax, federal
and state income taxes, liquor taxes,
surcharges, property taxes, luxury tax,
gas taxes and the list goes on and on.
The average American pays a huge
chunk of their hard earned money in
taxes. This is ridiculous.
The tax that I feel is the most unAmerican is the property tax. There
are city, county, and state property
taxes. The property owner has to pay
property taxes every year! Every year
diat person has to pay money to the
government for land he or she owns.
It sounds like we are leasing the land
from the state and never really owning it. If that tax is not paid, the
government takes the land, which
you paid for, away from you. This is
ridiculous. This is socialism and may
be viewed as unconstitutional.
If diere is going to be a tax on
property, it should be paid once when
purchasing and that is it.
I think it is time that the people
decide whether or not we want the
government to take our money. Every time Congress proposes a tax, it
should go to a national referendum. I am sick of 540 people (plus
or minus a couple) deciding how
much money they can squander
from the American taxpayers. We
are the majority and we should decide what we contribute to our government.
I am not totally against taxes, I
just feel there are too many of them
and they are being passed
nonchalantly, without thought. If
there is a problem, pass a tax and
give the money to that problem, is
the mentality. This is not the way to
solve problems.
So, as I close, I come back to the
issue of the cigarette tax being considered. While the government puts
out negative ads against smoking,
the same Congress is providing farm
subsidies for tobacco farmers. So,
what does the government really
want? Do they want Americans to
quit smoking or do they want the
money? They want the money.

Editorial

OUR POSITION:

Registering to vote means
more than signing petition

Registering to vote in
Clemson, means more
power to the student.

Just recently,
a group of this would eliminate the free acwho tend to be against students.
Clemson bar and restaurant own- cess to the general public.
This would contribute to the reaIf
the
local
sales
option
passes,
ers started a campaign to register
voters in the city of Clemson, to the bars would be able to stay open son why there is such a strict noise
sign a petition for a referendum later on Saturday nights and sell ordinance and ajaywalking policy.
With more student involvement
on the Sunday sales of alcohol. The on Sundays for a price of $150 for
in
the politics and community of
every
Sunday
they
are
open.
This
petition needs 10% of Clemson city
Clemson,
more avenues of commoney
would
go
to
sponsoring
voters' signatures to have a referdrug and alcohol programs such as munication will be opened. This
endum.
The reason for such a law now is D.A.R.E.,if the city of Clemson pe- could create more understanding
on both sides.
that the Carolina Panthers fran- titioned to receive the money.
The more understanding there
But
registering
to
vote
in
chise is playing its inaugural season in Clemson. And like most NFL Clemson is much more than sign- is , the more tolerable we will all be
teams, they will be playing on Sun- ing a petition for a referendum, of each other. While the city of
days. There is nothing better than this is an opportunity for the stu- Clemson is a beautiful place for
an ice-cold beer before, during, dents of Clemson University who students. The students give revand/or after a football game. The are eligible, to have a say in what enue back to the city.
So as students and residents go
Clemson bars and restaurants want goes on in the city. If one is able to
to provide the beer for the before vote in Clemson, he or she will be to register to vote so they can sign
able to elect local officials and cre- the petition for the referendum, it
and after part of the game.
It is true that the many bars in ate some political power for the is also necessary to consider the
power the student will have by beClemson could go private to sell University.
Right now, the officials in office ing able to vote. At the same time,
on Sundays and to stay open until
2 a.m. on Saturday nights, but there for the city of Clemson are elected the students can help make
are additional licensing fees and by the majority of city residents, Clemson a nice place for everyone.
The opinions expressed in this section represent the majority view based upon weekly meetings of The Tiger senior
staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not represent the individual view of any particular
member.
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Letters to the Editor
SGA President denounces December food fight
To the editor:
In December 1993, a "food
fight" took place in Harcombe
Dining Hall during die traditional
Christmas buffet. Some students
viewed this incident as an acceptable way of "blowing offsteam" or
just a little "harmless fun." Let us
assure you, what took place was
neither acceptable nor harmless.
It does not seem fair that die
actions of relatively few students
could have such a negative impact
on so many. It is not fair to the
students who were not involved,
but had to endure the evening. It
is not fair to die students who
came later that evening and had
to dodge food and broken dishes
to get their food. Dining Services'
employees worked so hard only
to have the night ruined by such
: incredibly thoughdess behavior.
It is not fair to future meal plan
customers who will pay for this
"fun".Brokendishes,wastedfood,
and overtime labor to clean it all
up represents expenses diat could
have been avoided. These are
expenses diat must be considered whensettingnextyear's meal
plan rates. This food fight lasted
less than two minutes yet me
less
die cost

ofthe broken dishes, wasted food,
and labor for cleaning was over
$2,862.00 in damages. It is estimated that $5,000 has been spent
in the last two years alone on food
fights.
We, the students, can think of
better, more productive ways to
spend our time and money and
hope you will join us in supporting die discontinuation of this
thoughtless, destructive and expensive act.
Sincerely,
Martin S. Driggers
Student Body President
J. Ashley Cooper
Student Body Vice President

Nazi attempt in World War II to
annihilate the Jews, happened.
The ad particularly questioned
die use of gas chambers to kill
Jews.
The Tiger- did not publish
only die ad. Instead, it printed
in die same issue two exceptionally well-written pieces condemning and refuting the ad,
one an editorial by Terrell
Johnson and the otiier an invited commentary by Professor
Richard Klein and his wife,
Joyce. Moreover, The Tiger rejected payment for the ad because, in Johnson's words, she
did not want "any part" of such
"filthy, racist money."
Readers of the ad should realize that the ad does not constitute an idea, opinion, or viewpoint (part of the broad range
of scholarly activity). Rather, it
To the editor:
advocates a patent untruth by
The Tiger-deserves commenignoring or distorting all die
dation for the mature and
canons of evidence
dioughtful way it responded to
and scholarship—the mounan advertisement it printed in
tains of proof about the Hololast week's issue (Tiger, April
caust provided by captured Nazi
15). The ad represents part of a
records and by survivors,
widespread campaign by antiaccountsl to name only two types
Semitic and racist groups to
of sources.
tnat the
tne Holocaust, the
me__oi_sources.
deny that

Professor
praises Tiger

For anyone wishing to read and long stored in KGB (secret
documentary and technical police) archives in Moscow.
For interested students, the
proofs diat demolish all semblance of credibility which the Department of History is offering
ad claims in questioning the use a course during the fall semester
of gas chambers, two books are titled Nazi Germany and tlw Holoinstructive. The first is by caust.
Sincerely,
Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the
Donald M. McKale
Holocaust: The Growing Assault
Class of'41 Memoiial
on Truth and Memory (New York,
Professor of Humanities
1993), particularly pp. 225-29.
The second is Anatomy of the
Auschwitz Death Camp: An Anthology, edited by Michael
Berenbaum and scheduled for
publication this summer by the
Indiana University Press and To the editor:
U.S. Holocaust Museum in
Thank you for printing the
Washington, D.C.
Revisionists' ad in the April 15
The latter book contains a issue of The Tiger. This ad is
chapter on the gas chambers, just another example of how
written byJean-Claude Pressac, many close-minded bigots still
a French pharmacist who him- exist in this country. This is
self almost became a Holocaust the 1990's. People are no
denier. Pressac's article is an longer supposed to be prejuexceipt from his book, which diced or close-minded. Bigots
he published in France in 1993 like these are the root of many
and based on previously inac- problems of the world today.
cessible documents of the GerAnyone who believes that
man SS (the armed organiza- the Holocaust did not take
tion that operated the Nazi place must have been reading
death camps) seized by the So- the wrong history book. Unviet
army
at Auschwitz in 1945 fortunately, this traffic event is
wi_i_<u_i
^^L^^^i^^^^uMuuau^^u

Student
thanks Tiger

Execution should be traded for longer sentences
Commentary

lit
«

lit [8

Andrew Coyne
Copy Editor
One of the most pressing
political debates in America
today is the question of capital
punishment. Nonetheless, diere
are a number of arguments in
this debate that are not frequently made and are not generally known to the public.
In 1976, theUSSupremeCourt
ruled that each state would have
the right to decide whether or not
to use capital punishment What is
not widely known is that the Court
spentalmosttenyearsstudyingthe
issue and determined that there
was no clear evidence of a relationship between the use of capital
punishment and a reduced rate of

homicide. It could not prove that
the death penalty provided any
sort of deterrence to criminals.
Furthermore, the Court found
thatdeathsentenceswereimposed
in a racially biased manner. For
example, it was found that blacks
who had killed wliites were much
more likely to be executed than
wliites who had killed blacks.
It should also be pointed out
that the United States is the only
Western, industrialized nation
which still uses the death penalty.
Other first-world poweis, such as
France, Germany and the United
Kingdom, abolished capital punislimentlongagoinfavoroflonger
prison sentences for convicted
.murderers.
Many religious organizations
in the US, representing Protestant, Catliolicandjewishdoctiines,
are vehemently against the use of

the death penalty.
Needless to say, a death sentence is irreversible. If a convict is
executed and later found to be
innocent, there is no way of lifting
the sentence. In the past 60 years,
tliis sort of occurrence has been
documented dozens of times.
Many advocates of capital punishment argue that it is cheaper for
the state to execute criminals than
to keep them in jail for life. Tliis is
not true. It has been found tliat the
average death sentence costs the
tax payers twice as much as a life
imprisonment by the time that the
convict is executed. The phenomenal costs inclined are due to the
exhaustive appeals process that one
goes through before finally being
executed. If tliis process were in
any way shortened to save tax payers' money, it would advei-sely affect the validity of any sentence

because one's guilt would not be
able to be proven beyond the
shadow of a doubt.
Many advocates also base their
arguments on the statement "An
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tootl 1."
They say diat because a person has
murdered, the state should minder that pei-son. To that simpleminded argument, I ask, "Why
don't we rape a rapist, or bum the
home of an arsonist?" Beyond the
catcliiness of the "eye for an eye"
phrase, it holds no meiit and certainly should not be the basis for a
legal system.
Others argue that we should
execute people because those
whom we do not kill are inevitably released from prison within
a few years. Tliis is ridiculous. If
the problem is that they are
released too quickly, one should
support longer sentences, not

their deaths.
Finally, I would like to inform readers that there are a
wide variety of means of execution that are st ill legal in the US,
most of which you will probably
find to be cruel and unusual
punishment. These include electrocution, lethal injection, hanging and death by firing squad.
Now imagine if the approximately 2,000 convicts currently
on death row were executed by
these various means. Does that
not seem a bit grotesque? Is
murder, especially on that scale,
justified? And do you feel that
the governments of the 50 states
are competent to decide who
should live and who should die?
I say that they should not tiy to
play God. They've proven that
they aren't any good at it, and
besides, the position is taken.

Speaking Out

ESf

Question: What do you think about alcohol sales on Sundays?

Jason Martin
Industrial
Management
sophomore
I think it should be
allowed.

Michele Robertson
Accounting
junior
/ don't think alcohol
should be sold on Sunday.

Marshall Easterling
Liberal Arts
freshman
/ think it should stay
the way it is.

Jennifer Meeker
Elementary
Education
freshman
/ think it should be
allowed because people
will find a way to drink.

Will Hud/ itaff photographer
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often ignored in the history
books. Many people wish to
forget that it ever occurred,
but if we let that happen, another Holocaust may take
place in the future. Everyone
needs to be made aware as to
the terrible atrocities committed by the Nazis. The gas chambers existed. The ovens which
burned the victims' bodies
existed. The Holocaust existed. The Holocaust Museum
serves as a poignant reminder
of this and honors those who
were slaughtered, both Jew
and Christian, in the name of
Aryan supremacy.
Sincerely,
Trish M. Albert

Heritage
not racism

Many times I have read
articles in The Tiger and
have felt compelled to respond, but this is the first
time that I have felt it my
duty as a son of the South
to defend my heritage.
When I first read the article by Mr. Rees which criticized our display of the
Confederate battle flag and
those who support its display, I was enraged. Upon
some consideration, however, I later realized that he
is only guilty of believing
what he has been taught in
his native state of New
York. He is a product of

the same Federally supported propaganda which
has fostered the misinterpretation of Southern history for the past two centuries. Many of those from
other parts of our country
have never quite understood southerners or our
motives for doing things the
way we do. They merely try
to interpret our actions and
label us as one of several
media-created stereotypes.
We, however, are a product of almost four centuries of American experience. We are descended
from the first colonizers of
this nation and are exceedingly proud of our heritage.
My family has lived in the
South since 1608 and in
South Carolina since the
1670's. I can tolerate being
labeled as a "redneck" by
outsiders even though I can
count among my kinsmen
men like the elder William
Brewster, George Washington, General Andrew
Pickens and John C.
Calhoun. I cannot and shall
not , however, tolerate the
assault of my people or the
condemnation of one of our
most cherished symbols.
Tens of thousands of
South Carolinians fought
and died, not to protect the
rights of a select few who
owned slaves, but to expel
what they perceived as an
oppressive and tyrannical
government which was be-
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Do It All In The Halls
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Summer Sg^m
Clemson University Housing

1st Summer Session
Check-In
May 22 - 24,1994
2nd Summer Session
Check-In
July 3, 5, & 6,1994
(CU Administrative Offices closed July 4,1994)

Check-In: Mauldin Hall Office
8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
Residence Halls/Apartments
Males - Benet/Mauldin

*

Females - Sanders

Co-ed - McCabe Hall/Thornhill Village

Now Accepting Advance Reservations
Pick up a form at your front desk and preregister today!
Register to live with your preferred roommate
Limited single room options available

Individual spaces will be held until 4:30 pm on Monday,
May 23 for First Session and until 4:30 pm on
Tuesday, July 5, for Second Session.

2)e CKJC ^ontotuclj ^oppe
Buy One, Sandwicky
C\eA A)^X+ Por "Half Price
Must Present Coupon
On Tke Square in Penaletoi".
j^^-9238 _

Housing Summer Rates
$295-$360* Per Session
*See Summer Housing Brochure for schedule of rates.

____^J
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ing manipulated by a certain powerful few. They
were witnessing the same
type of rule that their grandfathers had overthrown in
the first great war for
American independence.
Under the Articles of Confederation, it was still their
right as a state or group of
states to secede. It is a fact
that Massachusetts had
threatened to do so earlier
in the century.
Now, on to the issue of
the flag; I cannot speak for
Georgia because I am first,
foremost and forever a
South Carolinian, but I do
know exactly why the battle
flag of the Confederacy was
hoisted atop the State
House in Columbia. It was
NOT done as a symbol of
defiance, hatred or racial
prejudice, but as a memorial to the last Confederate
soldiers who were at that
time (1950's-1960's), passing on to their reward. Of
course, the Northern media and liberal press has
stated otherwise and we all
know that the news media
never gets its facts confused
to cause controversy!
Truly, it is unfortunate and
deplorable that certain undesirable racial supremist and
hate groups have used our
Confederate battle flag. I
and most of my native
southerners denounce everything for which these
groups stand!
These groups also misuse the United States flag
and the Christian Roman
cross. Do these symbols also
represent racial prejudice
and hatred? I am sure that
to some native Americans
whose ancestors were
herded into makeshift concentration camps on
America's poorest land
where they died by the thousands, the U.S. flag is very
offensive. Does this mean
that someday our National
flag will be banned from
public display? I surely
hope not .
Even though my ancestors were persecuted at the
hands of the United States
government, I would fight
to the death to protect this
nation and the principles
for which it stands! Remember, if you set a precedent,
it is much easier for the
next special interest group
to have an "offensive" symbol banned from public display.
Mr. Rees, why then do
you and your kind feel it
necessary to constantly create tension by belittling our
people, our culture and our
symbols? Why do you label
us as racists when you know
so little about us? You, without realizing it , are guilty
of the very thing for which
you condemn us
Prejudice.
In closing, I should like
to reiterate that to most
Southerners, the Confederate battle flag does not represent slavery as you suggest. It does not represent
hatred or defiance. It was
not placed on the State
House to 'glorify" the old
south whose modern stereotypes of melodrama,
moonlight and magnolias
only existed in the ignorant
misconceptions of Holly-
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wood producers.
It is in fact, the last symbol of a fallen nation. A
nation whose people have
struggled bravely and endured relentless persecution, even to this very day,
to protect their homeland
and defend their beliefs. It
is foremost a memorial to
those brave men and
women of European, African and native American
descent who fought valiantly and died honorably
beneath the tattered cross
of St. Andrew upon many a
bloody battlefield.
If we as a people allow
that flag to come down due
to the outspoken nature of
so many transient interlopers and some of our own
politically
motivated
southerners who are terrified of the liberal press, an
important part of our
Southern heritage will be
forever lost!
Lastly, pertaining to the
1996 Olympic games; we
have managed to survive

m

and prosper for the past 387
years without this type of
diversion. If the Olympics
choose not to come to Atlanta due to Georgia's flag,
neither Georgia nor the rest
of us shall weep. The pride
and culture of a people are
vastly more important than
a mere sporting event!
Sincerely,
Timothy M. Drake, Jr.

take HciPlcltl and get
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The Tiger's
policy for letters
to the editor:

The Tiger accepts unsolicited
editorials and commentaries from
Clemson students, faculty, staff and
the general public. All materials:
• must include name and phone
number
must be typed or legibly handwrittei
• are subject to editing for style anc
grammar
- may be mailed to;
attn: Editorial Editor
P.O. Box 2097
University Station
ri»»m<ion ST 29632

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

The answer to the test question

^\

The Tiger
will be holding elections
for the following positions on Sunday. Apr. 24
at 8:00 p.m.
in room 903
of the Union.
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to *> NOW
■ Spend your days asking people if they want fries with that.

■ Wear expensive, hot, scratchy work clothes to a desk job you're way overqualified for.
■ Sit at home and watch TV until your parents notice.

Copy Editor
News Editor
Managing
Editor
Head Photographer
Time-Out
Editor
Features
Editor
Art Director

Why Do That When You Could Be Doing This:
Classes are over. Life's beginning. Time to apply to the National Civilian Community Corps
(NCCC). With a new residential campus at Naval Base Charleston, located between the
Cooper and Ashley Rivers just north of Charleston in South Carolina, NCCC is a new
environmental and community service program from AmeriCorps, the President's new
national service initiative.

If You're 18-24, You're Eligible
If you're age 15-24 and are interested in helping conserve and protect America e
communities and their natural resources, then consider applying to NCCC.
NCCC offers you the chance to spend 11 months restoring wetlands, conducting
workshops for schoolkids and doing other Important community projects that really do
make a difference.

But There's More! As Part of NCCC You'll:
Do great work and get great benefits.
■ Housing, meals, health care, uniforms all provided free of charge.
■ Earn a monthly cash benefit.
■ Receive close to $5,000 to pay for school or student loans.

For more
information
call 6562150 or stop
by room 906
of the Union
for an application.
No experience is necessary.

■ Gain valuable training and leadership skills.

Call today for your application: 800-94-ACORPS
Applicants must be citizens or permanent residents of the U.S., but do not need to
have graduated from college yet. The deadline to apply Is May 13th! NCCC believes
diversity brings strength to an organization, and encourages those who would enrich
its diversity to apply.

I'mGoinG
I
■ yCharleston.
1

800-833-3722 (TDD)
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QUARK IS NOT JUST GROWING,

WE'RE

EXPLODING

LLOYD WEBER
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER,
QUARK, INC.

HIRING!
I HAVE A CAREER
I made QuarkXPress Passport happen.
Developing our multilingual publishing application required my computer science and linguistics background. It's rewarding to see my
creativity and innovation helping customers.
I In the last six years, I've watched Quark grow
I
from 40 people to more than 400. I've
watched our markets expand as our products
improved — and I'm proud of it.

Quark is the international leader
in electronic publishing software
and related technologies. Our
innovative products have set a
new standard of excellence for
those

with

ideas

to

share.

Quark's vision is to provide

I HAVE A LIFE
| I'd never give up Colorado skiing, but I love
marine biology. Since scuba is confined to
1
vacations, I settle for my aquarium; I try to
figure out who's eating who and keep the survivors from getting lonely! For an adrenaline
rush, I ski and play soccer. Right now I'm
busy planning my wedding. When things settle down, I'd like to get more involved in
protecting the environment.
WHY DO I LOVE QUARK?
Quark is successful — and I've helped
make it that wav.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
POSITIONS
What's it like working in R&D at Quark? Intense,
wild, free. Quark is an anomaly in the software
industry — because we don't believe in limiting people. Everyone expresses their ideas, develops the software at every level, explores new technologies, and
takes on challenging responsibilities. And, when it's
time to unwind, everyone tosses the frisbee around
the cubes and "researches" flight simulators.

INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERS

SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT

Responsibilities: Design and develop software tailored
to the international publishing market.
Qualifications: Creative programming skills in "C."
Knowledge of user interface design or networking is
beneficial. We have an immediate need for engineers
fluent in Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Hebrew, Arabic,
and Farsi; engineers-fluent in other languages are also
encouraged to apply.

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Our engineers design and develop leading-edge, multilingual software for the electronic publishing industry.
They combine innovative programming skills with
creative interface design abilities. Quark products are
customer-driven — we listen to our users and develop
features that make sense to them. We also anticipate
our users' future needs and provide vital new technologies to meet those needs.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT TECHNICIANS

R&D is divided into small, focused teams that allow
engineers to direct and take responsibility for their
assignments. The project leaders and managers are
engineers — they actually write software in addition
to providing leadership and focus to their teams.

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Positions include:
PROJECT LEADERS

Responsibilities: Direct a team of engineers in the
development of a specific product. Combine leadership abilities with programming and user interface
design skills.
Qualifications: Strong background in leading all
phases of software development projects. Expertise in
"C" is preferred.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

Responsibilities: Design and develop leading-edge
multilingual software for the publishing industry.
Qualifications: Creative "C" programming skills on
Microsoft Windows, Macintosh, or Power Macintosh. Knowledge of user interface design or networking is beneficial.

Responsibilities: Provide telephone, fax, or online
support to Macintosh and Windows customers experiencing technical production problems.
Qualifications: Proficiency with Macintosh or Windows. Experience in an electronic publishing or
printing environment. Excellent written and oral
communication skills; troubleshooting experience.

Responsibilities: Write and edit software documentation, programming documentation, "help" files, and
technical newsletter articles for electronic publishing
software. Write and coordinate other projects as
assigned.
Qualifications: Bachelor's in Technical Communication, English, or related field, and proficiency with
Macintosh or Windows. Some positions require a
degree in Computer Science.
TRANSLATORS

Responsibilities: Progress from proofreading, to
editing, to translating software documentation and
marketing materials. Develop expertise in electronic
publishing. These positions are located in Denver.
Qualifications: Excellent grammar, spelling, and writing skills in a native language other than English.
Computer literacy is required. We have an immediate
need for a Swedish translator.
As Quark continues to grow, we will be hiring translators fluent in Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German,
Greek, Italian, Norwegian, Spanish, Swiss-German,
and many other languages.

publishing solutions designed to
convey ideas — around the
globe or around the corner.
With tremendous growth in the
last year, and more expected in
1994, Quark is not merely
bucking economic trends; it is
defining them. Now, Quark is
ready to seize new opportunities
as it links a promising future to
a proven, 13-year track record.

DISCOVER DENVER
So, who lives in Denver? Cowboys and skiers, right?
Sure, and mountain bikers, musicians, runners,
artists, socialites, and everyone else. Denver has it
all. You can play pool, drink at microbreweries, listen to jazz, slam espressos, and dance all night
downtown. In Denver, you can ride your bike to
work, eat lunch in the park, and attend the symphony at night. Athletes and fans have it made with
professional football and basketball, major league
baseball, and recreational sports teams.
The sun shines more than 300 days each year in
Denver, yet the weather's always changing. In this
refreshing atmosphere, a snowy Friday can lead to a
balmy Sunday. On the weekends, get away to the
Rocky Mountains or stay in the city and enjoy the
parks, museums, restaurants, and the best shopping
in the region. With its combination of urban, cultural, and recreational activities, Denver's diversity
is ideal — for everyone.

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
Quark provides a creative work atmosphere and a
comprehensive benefits package, including medical,
dental, and life insurance, a very generous 401(k)
plan, and tuition reimbursement. For consideration,
please send your resume to:
Quark, Inc.
Attention: Recruiting, Department 1005
1800 Grant Street
Denver, CO 80203
Quark is committed to providing equal opportunity
for all employees and applicants regardless of race,
color, national origin, disability, religion, creed, sexual orientation, age, or gender.
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Golf Course under fire from locals
by Kimberly A. Hebert
staff writer

three or four fairway crossings be removed from the
upper part of the creek. MarThe University has been try- tin has asserted that plans for
ing to build a golf course on that area are presently being
campus as far back as the renovated.
1930's. On Monday, plans
Yet, Kempton is skeptical,
went into action. Construc- "I don't have a lot of faith in
tion has since begun. But not verbal agreements."
everybody is excited about the
Another concern of the club
new golf course, especially not was over the effect of chemithe local environmentalists.
cal runoff from the course into
"It's the responsibility of Hunnicutt Creek. At this time,
developers to show that they're plans for the course include a
building their courses in an system to handle the runoff
environmentally sensitive way, from the course, but the club
and they've failed to do that," feels that a more efficient syssaid Chris Kempton, who tem could be implemented.
holds conservation chair for
An underground system of
the foothills group of the Si- drains to empty the effluents
erra Club in upstate S.C.
into a centralized holding area
Jeff Martin, Director of has previously been used on
Conference and Guest Ser- other courses, but would add
vices, is very confident that his about $2 million to the project.
team of planners has been
The club would also like to
thorough and considerate of see a buffer zone of 100 feet
all environmental issues re- be added along the stream to
garding the course. Martin said protect the stream and mainhe has met with many civic tain the cross country trail that
groups in the upstate in order presently exists.
to discuss their concerns.
"It would be physically im"We have been extremely possible according to our deopen about this project. It has signer to place that golf course
been called 'the most inten- on that property with a 100
sively reviewed project Clem- foot zone," said Martin.
son has ever done.' We have
The committee has agreed
worked very hard to make this to leave a minimum of a 15
as good a project as it can be foot buffer on either side of
for Clemson University," said the stream, and the athletic
Martin.
department plans to move the
The club has made a num- cross country track to a new
ber of proposals to the course location, according to Martin.
committee regarding changes
The club has also voiced
that could be made to the their concern over depletion
course.
of the hardwood forest repreThe club suggested that sented in the area.
FOOTHILLS CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING' "
OFFICE AND AFTER HOUR
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
ALSO OFFERING AIDS
INFORMATION
cfiMren art a uirr
24 HOUR HOT LINE
rftke/ora.

882-8796
LOCATED CONVENIENTLY AT 206 N. FAIRPLAY ST., SENECA
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APARTMENTS'
•Remodeled (carpet, vinyl, wallpaper, paint,
and breakfast bar)
•$485-525/ mo. (depending on unit chosen)
•Dishwasher, central heat/air, blinds & drapes
•Less than 3 miles from campus
•Pets allowed (in older units only)

Call today or come by...
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Mon.-Fri. 8:30am- 5:00pm

OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL
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Martin explained that the
designer has taken an arborist
to the site on three occasions
to identify specimen trees in
order to avoid harming them
in construction and to ensure
they are maintained.
Lastly, the question of a
baseline study was raised by
the club, which doubts that
one was ever implemented to
discover what was in the area
or the current condition of
the area. Martin asserted that
many studies were done
through the developer including a water chemical study, an
endangered species study, and
a wetland delineation study.
Steve Nichols, an environmental consultant for the
project, indicated that no endangered species were found
and also said that the golf
course would increase habitat
for wildlife if properly maintained.

W*0

file photo

According to local environmentalists, the
Clemson Golf Course could be an ecological
disaster. Developers feel they have been
extremely sensitive to environmental issues.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CLASSES
at the
UNIVERSITY CENTER OF GREENVILLE
SUMMER 1994
Clemson University will offer these classes at the University Center of Greenville this summer.
Clemson students may register for these courses using online registration at the University. Students
from other institutions who desire to enroll should complete and return the Transient Admissions Form.
Students interested in the Nursing courses should call regarding registration procedures. All other
students should attend the registration session which will be held from 4-7 pm on Thursday, June 2 at
the University Center of Greenville.

MAY 24 - JUNE 28
"Nursing 210
•Nursing 210 LAB

Health Assessment
Lab

9-11:30 air T,TH
T,TH
12:30 pm

Students who desire to enroll in these Nursing classes will register and pay fees at Hie first class
meeting. For additional information please contact Dr.' Arlene Privette, College of Nursing, at 656-0383.
Information can also be obtained from Dr. Len C. McCall at 250-1111 (Greenville) or 656-2025 (Clemson).

JUNE 6 - AUGUST 9: No classes July 4-8, 1994
ENGLISH 314
ENGLISH 385
•ENGLISH 353
EDUCATION 458
EDUCATION 471
•ECONOMICS 301
•MANAGEMENT 301
•MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE 301
•POLITICAL SCIENCE 361
•ENGINEERING MECHANICS 201
•ENGINEERING MECHANICS 202
•ENGINEERING 180
•ENGINEERING 180 LAB
•PRTM 101
•PSYCH 340
•SOC 391

Technical Writing
Children's Literature
Ethnic American Literature
Health Education
The Exceptional Child
Economics of Labor
Principles of Management
Statistical Theory and Methods
International Politics in Crisis
Statics
Dynamics
Computers in Engineering
Lab
Concepts of Leisure
Life-span Developmental Psy.
Sociology of Deviance

6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:00 pm
8-10:00 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm
6-8:30 pm

M,W
M,W
M,W
M,W
T,TH
T,TH
T,TH
M,W
T,TH
T,TH
M,W
T,TH
T,TH
M,W
M,W
M,W

All students for the June 6-August 9 classes must attend the registration session which will
be held from 4-7 pm on Thursday, June 2 at the University Center of Greenville. Information
may also be obtained from Dr. Len C. McCall at 250-1111 (Greenville) or 656-2025 (Clemson).

JULY 12-AUGUST 9
•NURSING 304

Pathophysiology for Health Care

•POLITICAL SCIENCE

Total Quality Management in the
Public Sector

9-12:00 am T
1-4;30pm
T
6-10:00 pm M,W

Students who desire to enroll in these Nursing classes will register and pay fees at the first
class meeting. For additional information please contact Dr. Arlene Privette, College of
Nursing, at 656-0383. Information can also be obtained from Dr. Len C. McCall at 250-1111
(Greenville) or 656-2025 (Clemspn)
NOTE: This is a listing of undergraduate classes only. The tuition for South Carolina
residents for each three semester hour course is $336. Some of these classes are offered on an
enrollment dependent basis (•). Clemson University will also offer graduate classes in
accounting, business administration, education, nursing, and public administration in
Greenville. For Information on Graduate and Undergraduate Courses call: Dr. Len C. McCall
250-1111 (Greenville) or 656-2025 (Clemson).
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Teacher evaluations to continue

by Ale Sabio and Heather
Sherwood
staff writers

Questions arose last semester regarding whether funding for the Clemson University teacher evaluations would
be included in this year's budget.
Dr. CharlesJennett, Provost
and Vice-President for academic affairs and Dr. Jerry
Reel, Senior Vice-Provost and
Dean of undergraduate studies, said that the estimates for
last fall's teacher evaluations
budget were miscalculated
and confirmed that there is
enough money presently to
continue the evaluations.
Reel and Jennett are very
much in favor of continuing
the teacher evaluations. Reel
says, " Student evaluations at
Clemson University of class-

room teaching is an important, but not the only part ;n
making professional decisions.
The feedback the faculty member gets and the understanding that the department head
gets are important in making
those decisions.
It is also helpful to students,
particularly those in freshman
and sophomore classes, to
have some access to reasonable information about the
course and the instructor.
Otherwise students are forced
to rely on ancedotal statements."
The red forms, Clemson
University's standardized
teacher evaluation forms, are
thirteen years old, but extremely accurate. Jennett says
the red forms are considered
to be "one of the best in the
state of South Carolina."
The administration takes

the evaluations extremely seriously and feels it is vital towards deciding whether a professor gets tenured and/or
promoted. The teacher evaluations also let a professor know
where improvement can be
made in his/her course of subject.
The administration forsees
a change in the distribution of
these forms.
In the future the administration would like to devise a
plan where students can use
computer terminals to conduct the teacher evalutations,
thus saving the major expense
of the evaluations. They would
also like to provide the results
of the evaluations for the students.
Many students at Clemson
are satisified with the status of
the teacher evaluations.
Bridget Burke, a senior his-

ment evaluation forms which
do not include the student
government questions,"
Turner says.
The student government
questions whether it is effective for them to administer
the questions due to a low
participation rate. Turner
says, "There must be a better
way." Jeff Brown, an economics major and president of the
Student Alumni Council says,
"I think the teacher evaluations are a good idea, but I do
not feel they are implemented
well."
As the semester ends, many
students are in the process of
evaluating their professors.
Therefore each student should
take these evaluations seriously when filling them out
because their input is taken
into great consideration by the
administration and faculty.

tory major says, "I like the
evaluations because regardless
if they are taken into consideration or not, it is an
oppurtunity for me to let out
any problems or grivances I
had within the course without
complaining directly to the
professor. It gives students the
opportunity to really write
down what they think about
the professor and course without getting penalized. I think
most people take them seriously."
The student government
would like feedback from the
teacher evaluations. Student
Body President Scott Turner
says that the student government in the past has had five
questions on the University's
standardized red form.
"But not all students are
given these red forms, some
students are given the depart-

In Clemson

OPEN NOW
On The Square

Pendleton

The Argent Doom
Featuring unique gifts and fine silver jewelry,
including pieces handcrafted by local artists.

Open from 10 to 5
Tuesday through Saturday

Furnished and unfurnished • 2 Bedroom townhouses and flats
• 2 Full baths • Washers and dryers in all units • 1 mile to
campus • Lots of storage space

646-7003
Space Now Available
New Reduced Rate
* Also 5 Bedroom house

Phone 646-6519*Owner Ruthie Miliar-Hinson

You may even get paid for
reading it.
After all, this book from

m) f

MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real W"
MM
x

job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.
MasterCmtf,
It's more than a credit card. It's smart money: ^

© 1994 MasterCard International Incorporated
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Coke prices to increase by five cents
by Tyrone Walker
staftwriter
Tuition, housing, meal plans,
parking and even the cost of
sewage will increase next year.
But mat's not the end of the
increases, now Coca-Cola wants
to squeeze another five pennies
out of students' pockets with a
proposed increase in price.
According to University officials, the Coca-Cola Bottiing
Company has requested a five
cent increase to cover annual
losses from doing business on
Clemson's campus. Coke's proposal stems from a $36,664 loss
from vending sales operations
at Clemson during the last 12
months based on sales of
970,929 cans of Coke. Comparable sales next year translate
into students paying $48,546
more to drink the same amount
of Coke.
"They are sitting out here at
year three of their contract.
They are providing more vending machines, better service
than we ever had before but the
sales are basically the same or
lower than they were three years
ago because of the enrollment
going down," explained Paul
Storey, assistant vice president
of Business Services.
"Something has to give. They
are saying they need a break,
can you help us out."
Although Coke originally requested the increase for Dec.
1993 implementation, the Uni-

versity decided not to make a
decision until after the Spring
1993 graduation.
Cam Schauf, project administrator for Business Services
believes the increase is justifiable and inevitable considering
increasing production and service costs.
"We have had the same prices
on can drink for at least eight
years, and with the increased
cost of product and increased
cost of service provided it's inevitable that price is going to go
up in some point in time," said
Schauf.
"I feel in order to get the
types of services we want, in
order to build a program that is
going to continue to grow and
end up putting more and more
money or at least the same
amount of money into the vending committee that we need to
agree to a price increase."
According to Schauf, the pro
gam involves adding additional
oke andjuice machines as well
as equipping the machines with
dollar bill validators and Tiger
1 Card readers. The plan would
increase the percentage of the
115 campus wide vending machines with dollar bill validators
from the present 45 percent to
about 85 percent. It would also
triple the number of vending
machines with card readers
available from 20 to about 62 by
Aug. of this year. Presently
diere are 20 juice machines on
campus and the number of card

HFW"[TWffl
PRATER
REAL ESTATE & PROPERTY MGT
?U{R9{!S,X'L'D, W&W®(ISME'D ^Pm^M'L'^XS

Call 654-3311
Bobbi Prater Real Estate

A Unique Apparel Store
For Ladies 8 Men

ANDERSON MALL
Cooler than dhoej.
(Not cui hot either.)

10% Of f ALL TE VAS
with this ad
i-1537

mmmm

readers as well asjuice machines
would continue to increase over
time with demand, under this
program.
"I don't see vending as machines sitting around. I see
vending as a viable program
that is responsive to a customer
base the same way as a dining
service program."
Although the number of
vending machines on campus
has increased each year, consumption has remained the
same over the past three years.
Schauf said Coke has shown
a very strong willingness especially over the last year to work
with us and expand this program.
"Their costs have gone up
but they have not been able to
increase revenue," said Schauf.
He explained that Coke owns
all the machines and pays the
University a percentage of their
sales revenue. Last year the
University received $292,735
from its 60.3 percent commission on coke sales revenue and
expects to receive $285,500 for
die 1993-94 year.
Although Schauf told Coke
that Clemson could not approve
of an increase at mid-year, he
recommended (hat die increase

be approved for May implementation. However, the increase met strong Student Senate opposition.
Last Monday night during a
student senate presentation, in
which the increase was first introduced to students, student
senaters expressed concern
over the ten percent increase.
"I was very upset that no
students were involved in the
decision," said Catherine Garrison, a student senator.
"I think getting more of the
card readers and dollar bill
changers on campus are just a
marketing gimmick to make it
more convenient for more
people to buy more Coke. A
nickel is not a lot of money for
an individual but if you drink 5
cokes per week that about $4
more each semester students
have to pay."
Trey Dubose, the Student
Body vice president opposes
the increase because he feels
the decision was made abruptly
without any student input and
the 55 cent price will be inconvenient for students.
"When something like this
happens that effects all students
we are usually consulted and
brought in on the process.

While we don't have final say
our opinions are weighed. I
don't think this happened in
this case," said Trey Dubose,
Student Body Vice President.
He believes that the increase
is going to be a constant hassle
to students who buy cokes.
"When students go to that
coke machine they are going to
see 55 cents. They are going to
stick in their dollars and they
are going to get their Coke then
have 45 useless cents," said
Dubose.
He added "I think students
get more upset about a five cent
increase in their Coke than an
increase in housing or meal
plan. It's the type of everyday
nassle that really brothers die
students."
University officials believe
that denying the increase would
have adverse consequences on
the level of service Coke presently provides.
"We would have to tell Coke
that the price increase is not
feasible. We would have to look
at the level of services. They
may want to pull out some vending machines off campus. They
may want to reduce their routes
or reduce the frequency they
refill die machines,' Storey said
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It's well past the
end of the season
and we still have
thousands of items
that we must get
rid of, so we are
offering these
name brand
clothes at a
ridiculous price.

Retail Everyday

PANTS

$39

$11<99

SILK TOPS *44 nz.99

Liquidation

$2:

in

$3-25

DESIGNER
DRESSES

$

$

169 29.99

This is just a small sample of the savings you'll ^i
find. Also come check out our new shipment
from a famous ladies catalog featuring: J
lingerie, evening wear, casual wear, swim suits.

366 College Ave.•(Downtown Clemson)»654-6752
1019 Tiger Blvd.-Winn-Dixie Plaza-Clemson, 654-0016»Women"sPKis Size St(

SHACK
fc

■■■■■

523 N. Main St *1 Block Past Osteen TheatreOorner of Calhoun & Mawgjj^erson, 231 ■
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Salaries reflect priorities Graduate Mosaic
I

continued from t ing," states Turner.
«ge salary increase per year
Dr. Lois Lovelace-Duke,
lor each of the personnel associate professor of politia;roups: faculty, administra- cal science and chair of the
tion, coaches and extension, Welfare Committee, cited two
sle then ascertained the aver- specific cases of what she
age percentage increase for termed "upward mobility."
7ach year and the overall aver- 'She noted one instance where
age for the past five years.
an administrator >was pro\ According to the survey, the moted but received a salary
ildministration has gained, on which was $17,000 to $18,000
average, a $3,219 raise each more than the person who
tear, the faculty - $2161, occupied the position previloaches — $4307 and exten- ously had received. Then, ansion personnel — $2047. That other administrator was prois a difference of over one moted to fill the position left
percent between faculty and open and received an increase
in salary of about $25,000,
administrators.
"Not only do the adminis- which was $18,000 to $20,000
trators earn a lot of money, more than the person who
;ihey are getting bigger dollar had just left the position had
liaises and they are getting big- received.
"There was still a third openger percent raises on top of
mat which means that admin- ing that resulted in an administrators' salaries . . . not only istrator moving into a third
fere bigger but they are diverg- position getting about a
ing from what faculty are earn- $31,000 a year raise. So you

to send letters of recommendation, GRE scores can be sent,
and eventually the application
fee can be paid with a credit
card. Mosaic will also decrease
the amount of time the admissions office spends processing
applications. According to
Brown, time spent processing
mem will be reduced by 20%.
Only so much can be printed
on an application, but with a
computer the amount of information which can be obtained is
immeasurable.
Tliis system will allow the
student to be more detailed
about their choice of study, and
in turn the department will be
able to promptly decide if admission is possible.
At the moment, only a few
departments on campus have
tliis program in place: ComRuterSriences, Engineering, and
lamematics.Onceuiesoftware
becomes campus-wide, applicants will no longer have to wait
for responses through the mail.

Clemson is breaking new
ground wi th a software program
which will change die way students apply to graduate school.
The Clemson graduate program, with the help of the College of Engineering and Computer Services, is about to implement a system that will allow
students to apply to any graduate program by computer.
Dr. Farrell B. Brown, the associate graduate dean, said, "The
concept is not new but putting it
Into practice will be." Clemson
students will be encouraged to
use this new system when applying. Itwill be in place tliis fall,and
as soon as it is perfected, students in other areas will have
access to it.
At present, students can find
information about programs
through a system called GOPHER. With tliis new program,
Mosaic, students will also be able

THE DESIGNER

Need a Summer Job
With Some Flexibility?

OUTLET
byGa erla

WE WILL BEAT

"

DEPT STORES • CHAIN STORES •
• CATALOGS •
NO LOWER PRICES!!!

We have a variety of jobs in:

Greenville
233-7624
Anderson
231-2665
Spartanburg....582-5430
Columbia
738-9370

by Jennifer Rimms
staffwriter

add up these thousands, these
zeros, and you're talking about
big money," said LovelaceDuke.
Turner feels the findings of
this study show a general trend
of administrators being favored over faculty. "My opinion, the priorities of the people
who are making decisions
about who gets raises and who
doesn't. . . are not what they
ought to be," stated Turner. "I
don't believe that faculty versus administrative salaries
paints the whole picture. It
goes beyond that."
"What we wanted to do was
raise the issue of whether it
was justifiable to award these
hefty increases to administrators when faculty were basically getting none," stated
Lovelace-Duke. "There were
instances where the rich were
getting even richer and at a
faster rate."

OUR DESIGNS SOLD ONLY AT OUR STORES
JUST COME & CHECK US OUT!

COUPON
10% OFF

NEW LOCATION, COMING SOON TO CLEMSON!!
400-3 College Ave. 653-3880
Across from Astro Theater, Next to Hair Biz & Allen's Creations
Open Mon-Sat 10-6:30 All Major Credit Cards Welcome

Call Interim Personnel
for an interview.

EXP6/94
SALE ITEMS NOT INCLUDED

WHEN THE
CHECK FROM
DAD IS A LITTLE
LATE, CAM YOUR
PAPi

CALL TODAY!!

The Experience

CALL

653-7272
When you need to stretch
your food budget, let Papa
John's* pizza help out. Use
the coupons below to enjoy
some great pizza values.
PLUS, you always get

fl,.^r"

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.

ATTENTION: AUGUST GRADUATES!
jOrder your graduation announcements and caps and gowns on
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY
MAY 4, 5, & 6
9:00 to 4:30
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Payment in full at time of ordering

HERFF JONES

^JUHmtHsmn

Papa John's, special garlic
sauce and pepperoncinis at
no extra cost! So if the only
thing you can find in your
pocket is lint, it's definitely
time to get Papa John's* on
the phone.

Perfect Pizza.
Perfect Price.
Everyday.

[PIZZA]

mXm

"We wish students best of luck on
exams & have a great summer I"
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Exam Week Specials

One Large
One Topping

$

a

6.95

'Twice as Nice' 1 Late Night Special
2 Large, 1 Topping

$

11.95 i
(PTzzX)

^JOUhs I

expires 7/^0/94 ©,/,„,..,, 72, tt^Ky./ ■ expires 7/J0/94

^JOUhs I*
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'Nifty nine-fifty'

Extra Large, 1 topping „ Extra Large, 2 topping

$

8.95

i

i

(PIZZA)

^JOHhs i

$

9.50

+tax
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Councilman suspended

Voter registration drive
continued from 1
beingheld this Friday atTD's.
The registrar will begin adding new voters to the rolls at
4 p.m. Students 18 years and
older can register as Clemson voters if they can establish that Clemson is their legal residence, by showing a
rent receipt for an apartment
within the city limits, mail
(with a canceled postmark),
showing a Clemson address
or a driver's license or state
identification with a Clemson address. Persons who cannot attend the registration
drive can also register at the
Clemson City Planning Of-'
fice and the Pickens County
Administrative Building.
If the referendum is approved but does not pass, the
owners must wait four years
to try again, according to
Dewey Brown, one of the coowners of TD's of Clemson.
If a local sales option is
approved, Clemson businesses would be able to serve
alcohol until 2 a.m. on Saturday nights and on Sundays.
To serve, the businesses
would have to apply in advance and pay a $ 150 fee per
Sunday. This would amount
to $1500 per establishment
for the Sundays the Carolina
Panthers will play in town. It
would be less expensive to
become a private club, says
Brown, because there are no
additional licensing fees for
private clubs. Some business
owners may consider applying for private club status in

order to sell on Sundays, says
Brown. This would create a
"closed" downtown area, in
contrast to the free access
Clemson customers now en-

j°y-

There are 21 Clemson businesses which serve alcohol for
on-site consumption, including hotels, restaurants and
bars, says Revis-Wagner. It is
unlikely all 21 would take advantage of the Sunday sales
option, she says, because of
the increased overhead costs
associated with opening an
extra day (utilities, wages and
the license fee). Three clubs
(McP's, the Gathering and
Genoa Club) already open
each Sunday and the University has already been
granted Sunday sales by the
Board of Trustees, who act
as the governing board of
the University, which is considered to be a separate
municipality from the City
of Clemson.
Revis-Wagner argues
that allowing Sunday sales
will help control consumption because there will be
fewer persons bringing
coolers to the game. Litter
is another issue to consider,
she argues, because there
will be less litter if people
eat and drink in restaurants
rather than on the street.
Sunday alcohol sales
could increase funding for
at-risk behavior groups and
drug and alcohol education.
The City would be eligible
to apply for a percentage of

Attorney General's office,
which held the opinion that
facts alleged in the indictment
met the South Carolina Su-j
preme Court definition of!
moral turpitude.
Clemson Mayor Larry
Abernathy stated, "Ken Cook,
throughout his tenure on City
Council, has been an exemplary elected official and a fine
representative of his constituency. We trust due process,
and firmly believe in the idea
of 'innocent until proven
guilty.' If Mr. Cooke is exonerated, he will be warmly received when he returns to his
capacity as a City Council
Member. His insights and contribution are a great value to
this community."

continued from 1

the extra revenue from sales,
to use for projects such as
D.A.R.E.
Though the owners art
seeking Sunday sales to lure
business on Carolina Panthers game days, the local
sales option would extend
beyond the one year the Panthers play in Death Valley.
The petition will be circulated for an unspecified time
before it is turned in to the
Voter Registration Board of
Pickens County , says RevisWagner. Once the signatures
on the petition are verified, a
date for the referendum will
be set.

of Clemson, the Governor may
suspend any officer of the state
or political subdivision who is
indicted for a crime on a
charge of moral turpitude.
The executive order is not a
guilty verdict but only states
"this action in no manner addresses itself to the question
of the quilt or innocence of
Kenneth D. Cooke, and shall
not be construed as an expression of any opinion as to such
a question."
However, Cooke is suspended until such a time as he
may be formally acquitted.
The executive order was issued after the Governor requested an opinion from the

Fatal
accident
continued from 1
Sorority and a student teacher
at Six Miles Elementary School
in Six Miles, South Carolina.
There is no doubt Lavette
will be missed by her friends
and family.
Lavette's sorority sister
Catonya Williams probably
sums LaVette's personality up
best when she says, "Lavette
was an outgoing.bright, smiling, strong-willed, caring, and
classy young lady."
Services were held at 4:00
p.m. on Wednesday at
Ridgewood Baptist Church in
Columbia.

Walking Distance
from Campus
Shorecrest Apt,
Crawford Ct.
Pine St.

Sales
Rentals
Property Management

Now Taking
Applications

400-4 Colfec
Clemson. SC
(803) 654Office & V

rooms

(803) 654-OC
YORK BRANNOCK
SALES &ASSOC
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LANAS. CABAN
Broker-in-Char

FRANTOM INC.
U-Store-lt Mini-Warehouses

f

Tom & Fran Gavin, Owner/Managers
280 Ustorit Drive-Seneca, SC 29678* (803) 483-2564
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The Los Hermano's Cantina
co-sponsored with T.N.T. Music
O-cyvSOK)

Semi-Finals • Wed. • April 20
j

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

<NINA

5MDSICJ

Ray Keys
Susan Welch
Made in Fran
Hart S, Jonny

i?0£&

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

VISION CENTER
370€ollegeAve.
Clemson, SC
654-7980

Yc

glrink #pmul#
DEKUYPER PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS

w/giveaways

Special congratulations to: Jennifer Goree & Richard Tillinghoust
Los Hermano's 654-8532
:';- Prizes supplied by: T.N.T. Music • Los Hermano's * Listeners' Choice
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D's TD's TD's
Coming Events

dm
** ^Register ioday,

You don't have to be
21 to register.
Sunday alcohol sales
could soon become a
reality with your help.

Fri 22nd

Tinslcy Ellis

Fri 29th

Cravin Melon

May 6th

Shadowcastle

We now have
ATM machine
access!!!

TD's of Clemson will
be registering people
to vote & sign
petitions on Friday,
April 22nd from 4-7
p.m.. Come make
Clemson history.

Friday 4/22 during Happy Hour
VMM Ji^|)Jl>^l}^M Pa\P£))J-y\?M%
Call for Details • 654-3656

• Coupons can be used for ANYTHING (INCLUDING BOOKS)! • Good through
8/31/94 • One coupon per item • Purchase must be for more than value of coupon •
Coupon good on regular priced items only

Fvam Week Features:
Videos & free popcorn everyday
Monday:
Tuesday:

Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Surprise Day
Coupons: Clemson Athletic Club
- 2 free weeks
(fitness / aerobics / tanning)
Surprise Day
Free samples: Subway
Coupons: Vision Center
Surprise Day

REGULAR HOURS

70c

Gift Certificates & Prizes supplied by:
• Burger King • Kentucky Fried Chicken
• Par Cheezies
• McDonald's • Endless Summer
20% - 50% off selected items
or- use you*4 buybaclc coupons

Monday - Thursday 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m..
Friday 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Secy SOG/U SV&W ZW V #£e

Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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WESTMORELAND, N.H. hour each morning. When the of the crime scene," police
(AP) - Jail officials say it's a razors are collected, they are said.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
miracle they were able to find checked to make sure the
woman
acquitted of mayhem
blades
are
intact,
he
said.
an inmate's penis after he cut
He said Roby performed for cutting off her husband's
it off and flushed it down the
the operation on the edge of a testicles with a pair of scissors
toilet.
should be retried on a battery
desk
in his cell.
Clifford Roby, 34, of
charge, a judge ruled.
IRON
MOUNTAIN,
Mich.
Hinsdale said it was "God's
A jury acquitted Aurelia
will" that he cut off his penis (AP) - A gang of turkeys went
Macias,
36, of mayhem and
for state troopers after causwith the disposable razor.
assault
with
a deadly weapon.
ing
a
fender
bender,
forcing
After realizing what had
The
jury
deadlocked
7-5 in
police
to
use
pepper
spray
to
happened, a jail maintenance
favor of acquittal on a charge
worker found the penis in a break them up.
Two cars were forced to of battery with serious bodily
pool of sewage in the jail's
treatment plant.
Officials say Roby apparently made the cut between
7:27 a.m., when he was given
the razor to shave, and 7:30
a.m., when he went to a Bible
study class in the jail.
"Roby said he did it because
'he felt it was God's will for
some things he's done in the stop Friday to avoid the flock injury.
Mrs. Macias testified that
past,' " Superintendent Rich- that was blocking a road near
ard Van Wickler said. "That Iron Mountain in the state's her 39-year-old husband,
was the thing that had to go." Upper Peninsula. A third car Jaime, was drunk and tried to
He said the injury wasn't ran into the rear of one of the force her to have sex.
Prosecutors said Mrs.
discovered until more than an stopped cars, state police said.
As
Trooper
Daryl Macias attacked her husband
hour later, when the class
ended and other inmates no- Middleton spoke with a driver while he slept. She was in a
ticed blood on Roby's chair about the accident, five or six jealous rage because he had
of the birds were "yelping, drunkenly flirted with another
and alerted guards.
The penis was packed in ice clucking and gobbling at him woman at a party earlier that
and taken, with Roby, to a as they moved towards him in day.
Only one of Macias' testicles
local hospital and then to the an intimidating manner," state
was
recovered, and not until
police
said
in
a
news
release.
Massachusetts Medical Center
the
day after the attack, so
It
got
worse
when
Trooper
in Worcester.
A Worcester radio station Larry Gasperich started direct- doctors were unable to reatWTAG reported the opera- ing traffic around the cars. tach it.
The couple have since rection was unsuccessful and re- The birds converged on him,
onciled
and Macias didn't want
then
became
even
more
agiattachment was not possible,
even though doctors briefly tated when Gasperich swatted to press charges, but the state
pursued the case anyway.
had been able to restore circu- them with his hat.
Macias, who has recovered,
That was when he whipped
lation.
can
have normal sexual relaRoby was indicted on crimi- out his Macelike pepper spray
tions
but can no longer father
and
let
loose.
nal restraint and illegal fire"The suspects fled the scene children.
arm charges.
FAIR PLAY, S.C. (AP) -A
Van Wickler said inmates on foot, running down the hill
man
was arrested and charged
get a disposable razors for an and into a wooded area south
^++»+^^^^»^++^^<^0»+4"M>»»><M^»»4*»^»-» »♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦»♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

with heaving a toilet off a highway overpass onto a passing
truck, injuring its driver.
David Lee Glenn, 20, was
charged with assault and battery with intent to kill.
The trucker, Gene Allen,
56, of Commerce, Ga., suffered chest bruises and had to
have muscles and nerves reattached in his arm.
Allen spotted two men on
the overpass before the toilet
dropped onto his truck. The

fltfNovel News
toilet had been stolen from a
front yard, where it was being
used as a flower planter.
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) - A
third autopsy of a woman who
died as emergency room staff
passed out around her failed
to show why she died, or what
gave off the mysterious fumes
that apparently sickened the
workers.
An independent forensic
pathologist examined the body
of Gloria Ramirez on Saturday at the request of her family, which was given the body
after weeks of court battles.
But the findings of the pathologist didn't shed much
more light on Ramirez's death,
or the workers' sicknesses,

a

B

than two autopsies performed
earlier.
Ramirez's sister, Maggie
Ramirez-Garcia, said family
members were glad they could
get answers about the body
other than those provided by
the county. They have accused
the county of a cover-up in
Ramirez's death.
Family members gathered
with friends for a yard sale to
raise money for the funeral.
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(AP) - A starving garbagepicker and his mother ate a
scavenged lump of flesh even
after they realized it was a
human breast.
"At first I did not know
what it was, but then I saw
some yellow fat coming out of
it and a neighbor told me what
it was. But I still ate it,
Leonildes Cruz Soares, 65, said
in an interview published in
the Folha de Sao Paulo daily.
She added that the flesh made
her ill.
Her son, Adilson Soares,
39, told reporters he found
the flesh among some hospital waste in a municipal garbage dump at Olinda, a town
outside Recife in the povertystricken northeastern state of
Pernambuco.
He brought it home and his
mother fried it in oil and served
it with corn. When a neighbor
dropped by and told them
what it was, they ate it anyway.
The pair reportedly had not
eaten in days.
-T--nJ

Student Condominiums
at affordable prices
• 1 and 2 bedrooms
ly furnished
On-site manager
:
ree shuttle bus
Central air/ heat p;
rgy efficient

353 College Avenue, Clemson, SC 29631

654-6784

| • pool and club ho use

Free shipping on all custom orders
except on sale items

111!

All Pre-sewn Garments 20% off
Select New Spring Garments 20%
Select Shorts & Garments 60% off
Sale Rack 3 items for $10.00
Many Other Items on Sale
$2.00 Off
and Cap Sale

$2.00 Off
Ladies Tanks

$2.00 Off
Custom Jersey

Sale Items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 31,1994

Sale Ilems excluded
Cou|X>n offer expires
May 31,1994

Sale Items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 31,1994

^i^nias

| ^M^osna

j (§Mi^a333

10% Off
Any Purchase
Sale Items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 31,1994

Managed by Rhvrbank Properties,

250 Elm St • 1.1 miles
ft
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You don't necessarily have to give up cheese and
rich desserts. Just plan for the fat calories. If you
want cheese for lunch, deduct the fat calories from
dinner. Trade-offs are the key to success in changing to a low-fat diet.

Food for Thought

Four-Star Foods

Take It To Heart
By R. Cameron Schauf, Food Services Administrator

'Good' vs. 'Bad' Cholesterol

Heart attacks and strokes are the leading causes of
death in the United States each year. They are
frequently the result of atherosclerosis, the hardening and narrowing of arteries due to the accumulation of fat. Americans suffer over one million heart
attacks each year, with 550,000 deaths. Despite
these staggering numbers, many Americans do little
to reduce the risk of heart disease. Don't wait for a
warning from your body or a doctor before you start
taking care of yourself. When you understand
cholesterol's role in your body, you can keep your
cholesterol at a desirable level by having a cholesterol test, making changes in what you eat, and
taking other steps to control your cholesterol. The
sooner you start, the better, because a decrease in
your cholesterol level leads to an even greater decrease in your risk for heart disease.

Cholesterol moves through the blood in "packages"
of fat and protein called lipoproteins. These are
manufactured in the body. Two kinds are:
HDL—High-Density Lipoprotein. Often called
'good' cholesterol-it appears to clean excess cholesterol from the arteries.
LDL—Low-Density Lipoprotein. Often called
'bad' cholesterol-it favors the build-up of cholesterol
in artery walls.
Unfortunately, a high total cholesterol level will
most often be due to an excess of "bad guy" LDL.

Reducing Your Risk
Studies have shown that for every one percent drop
in elevated blood cholesterol, there is a two percent
drop in heart disease risk. The first defense against
high cholesterol is a low-fat, low-cholesterol diet. A
cholesterol-lowering diet can be even more effective
with weight control, exercise, and reduction of your
other heart risks. If more than diet change and
exercise is needed, doctors may prescribe cholesterol-lowering medicine.

High Cholesterol
You can't see it, hear it, or feel it. It won't make you
feel sick—in fact, you may feel fine. But when your
cholesterol sneaks up above a desirable level, it puts
you at increased risk for heart attack, heart disease,
stroke, and other cardiovascular diseases. So, catch
on to this yellow, waxy molecule called cholesterol,
and keep it under control.
The average cholesterol level in American middleaged adults is 215. Most heart attacks occur in
people with cholesterol levels between 210 and 265.
The higher the cholesterol, the higher the risk.
Smoking, high blood pressure, family history of
heart disease, and diabetes are also critical risk
indicators of heart disease. Risk increases when
more than one indicator is present.

Eating for Heart Health
Cut down on foods high in cholesterol and saturated
fats (high-fat meats, whole-milk dairy products,
palm and coconut oils used in commercial baked
goods and snacks). Step up intake offish, chicken,
whole-grain bread and pasta, fruits, and vegetables.
With the variety of foods available on campus, it is
easy to make heart healthy choices, especially in our
full-service cafeterias. If you need help making
those choices, look for our Treat Yourself Right
menu items in the cafeterias or visit our Healthy
Choice Deli in the Canteen or the Clemson House.
Heart Healthy menu items are marked with a heart
in L. J. Fields, and in our Catering Guide, there are
a variety of choices in the Treat Yourself Right
section.
Every day, try to eat foods from the groups listed
below. This daily intake ranges between 1,500 and
2,000 calories a day.
•Lean meat, fish, poultry:
no more than six ounces, cooked.
•Low-fat milk and dairy products:
at least two eight-ounce servings.
•Vegetables: at least three servings.
Include tomatoes, broccoli, carrots, and greens.
•Fruits: at least three servings.
•Bread, cereal, pasta, rice: at least three
to four servings (stress whole grains).
•Vegetable oil: no more than five to eight
teaspoons in salads or cooked foods.

Your Cholesterol and What It Means
Under 200: Desirable
Recheck regularly.
200 to 239: Borderline
Talk to your doctor about
lowering the fat in your diet.
240 and over: High
Talk to your doctor about
further testing and treatment.
V

_
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What is Cholesterol?
Cholesterol, a type of fat, is a component of brain
cells, nervous tissue, cell membranes and hormones. Cholesterol is manufactured in the liver,
and is also found in animal products.

MONDAY

1

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

DINNER
Enchiladas
Herb Baked Chicken

8

MOTHERS DAY
BUFFET
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Antonio's Chicken
DINNER
Chicken Fettucini
Pizza Rounds
9

LUNCH
Steak&Onion Sub
Ham & Macaroni
au Gratin

DINNER
Turkey Tetrazzini
French Dip Sandwich

DINNER
Baked Spaghetti
Chicken & Dumplings

15 SUNDAY
BRUNCH

1e LUNCH
D Shrimp Salad
Croissants
Edgar's Chili

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

TUESDAY

| WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY

LUNCH
Chicken Pot Pie
Stuffed Shells Marinara
DINNER
Swiss Steak

10
LUNCH
Cavatini
Monte Carlo
DINNER
Fish Dijon
Meatball Stroganoff

DINNER
Grilled Chopped Sirloin
Baked Chicken Teriyaki

DINNER
Spaghetti
Baked Fish
w/ Lemon Pepper

22 SUNDAY
BRUNCH

23
LUNCH

24
LUNCH

Rib-E-Ques
Fried Cattish Nuggets
DINNER
German Pot Roast
Baked Spaghetti

Italian Meatball Sub
Chicken & Dumplings
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Sliced Roast Beef Au JUS

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m
$7
DINNER
Tacos

SUNDAY
30
29 BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. LUNCH
$7
DINNER
Enchiladas
Herb Baked Chicken

BBQ Pork Sandwich
Antonio's Chicken
DINNER
Chicken Fettucini
Pizza Rounds

LUNCH
Meatloaf
Beef Stroganoff
DINNER
Lasagna
Fried Fish

LUNCH
Pork Egg Rolls
Tacos
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Quiche Lorraine

FRIDAY

No more than three egg yolks each week.
No more than one pat of butter per day.
Cut off all visible fat on meat.
Avoid palm and coconut oils.
Do not fry.
Alcohol: Maximum of two glasses of wine (four
ounces each), or two 12-ounce cans of beer per
day. (No Kenny, that doesn't mean that if you don't
have anything to drink Sunday through Thursday
then it's cool to have 10 beers Friday night!)

Be Good to Yourself!
Never give up your diet change because of one or two
slips. Forgive yourself and get back on track. Reward yourself for making healthy changes in your
diet and sticking with them. Treat yourself to a new
item of clothing, a magazine or book, from the
Clemson University Bookstore, or rent a movie at
the East Campus Convenience Store.
The most important thing is to take care of
yourself now. Don't wait to be scared into it. Exercise
and watch what you eat. Most of us will never reach
perfection in how we take care of our bodies, but we
can do more than we are doing now. Reduce your
risk... you owe it to yourself and the people who love
you!
If you have any questions or suggestions,
please feel free to call me at 656-1387, or drop
me a line at 208 University Square. ■

LUNCH
Chicken a la King
Pocket Pitas
DINNER
Turkey & Broccoli Roll-up
BBQ Chicken
1A LUNCH
■ Ham Quesadillas
Hot Dog w/Chili

11

12

13

LUNCH
Rib-E-Ques
Chicken Fried Steak
DINNER
Pizza
Salisbury Steak

LUNCH
Rigatoni w/Meatballs
Fish Sandwich
DINNER
Lite Italian Baked Fish
Skillet Pork & Noodles

DINNER
Beef Roulade
Ham & Macaroni
w/ Cheese Casserole

25

LUNCH
Buffalo Wings
Italian Sub
DINNER
Cavatini
Crispy Baked Fish

LUNCH
Stromboli
Vegetable Lasagna
DINNER
Ravioli
Sweet & Sour Chicken

26

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich
Cajun Roasted Chicken
DINNER
Grilled Ham
Turkey & Dressing

SATURDAY

LUNCH
Sloppy Joe
Fried Chicken Wings
DINNER
Shrimp Egg Rolls
Beet Stew over Rice

LUNCH
Chicken Fillet Sandwich
Ham & Cheese Quiche
DINNER
Beef Pot Pie
Chicken Parmesan

LUNCH
LUNCH
19
18 Cheese
Steak Pita
17 Turkey
S Dressing
Pork Lo Mein
Pizza Rounds

DINNER
Grilled Ham
Beef & Macaroni

"Musts"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

May 1994

Clemson House Specials
SUNDAY

These are foods that, in one way or another, have
been found to help lower blood cholesterol.
•Low-fat milk: Aim for two glasses a day.
•Fish: Have as main dish three times a week.
•Beans: Navy, kidney, any beans.
•Olive oil: Look for mild-tasting
"cold pressed" versions.
•Apples and oat bran.

20
LUNCH

DINNER
Chinese Chicken
& Peppers
Linguini Marinara

21

Fried Perch
Taco Salad-Chicken
DINNER
Patty Melt
Linguini Primavera

LUNCH
Beef Burgundy with
Noodles
Pizza Sub
DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

27

28
LUNCH

LUNCH
Shrimp Fried Rice
Steak 8. Onion Sub
DINNER
Country Style Steak
Ginger Broiled Fish

Spaghetti & Meatballs
Corn Dogs
DINNER
Chicken & Dumplings
Vegetable Egg Roll

We Hope You Have A
Super Summer!

31
LUNCH
Chicken Pot Pie
Stuffed Shells Marinara
DINNER
Swiss Steak
Sliced Roast Turkey

from Clemson Dining Service
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May 1994
Menu
May 2, Monday
1/4# Cheeseburger,
French Fries
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99
May 3, Tuesday
Fried Chicken Sandwich,
French Fries
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.25
May 4, Wednesday
Chicken Tenders,
French Fries,
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.25
May 5, Thursday
2 Small Cheeseburgers,
French Fries
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99
May 6, Friday
Fish Sandwich
Bag of Chips,
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.25

psgp
April 22, 1994
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Manager Spotlight:
Jane Gough,
ARA Marketing Manager
Jane Gough has done some pretty neat stuff
during her six years in Clemson Dining Service
and ARA. Riding in a golf cart with a clown and a
gorilla during Harcombe and Schilletter "Carnival Night" was interesting to say the least. But on
a more serious note—
incidentally, a trait
Jane is not typically
known for as her sense
of humor is legendary—she has made
significant accomplishments in marketing and promoting
food service on campus. She, along with
her colleague Marketing Manager April
Gough
Duncan, is the engine
and cogs of the ARA marketing machine. Both
marketing professionals have ground out countless successful promotions.
For her part, Jane has overseen four grand
openings during the last two of her six years with
ARA at Clemson. The openings of Fernow Street
Cafe with its Pizza Hut Express and Chick-fil-A at
the Canteen occurred in the same month
(August, 1992). The Grand Opening of Harcombe
Food Court (coincidently held on Jane's fortieth
birthday) was held in August 1993. L.J. Fields
opened in January 1994. All were major activities
within Clemson Dining Service which she was
instrumental in pulling off.
Other achievements include procuring a
$30,000 Job Training Partnership Act grant to
create a food service job training program for

Manager Spotlight:
April Duncan,
ARA Marketing Director
April is no stranger to Clemson University! A
native of Pendleton, S.C., she received her B.S. in
marketing and an M.B.A. from Clemson University. She was also a member of the Tiger Band
Twirlers.
After graduation in 1992, April joined the ARA
management team as marketing manager. Recently, she has assumed the position of director
of marketing. April
states, "The additional
responsibility of this
position will provide
many challenges and
opportunities to expand my career."
In the two years she
has been with Campus Dining Service,
April has found there
are similarities between being part of the
Duncan
twirling team and a
member of a management staff. "In baton twirling, we had to learn many routines in a short
time. Coordination and team work by each member contributed to the success of the team." As
part of the management staff, April provides
marketing support for six other dining managers
on campus and several school districts as well. A
complete marketing program requires 100 percent team effort to be successful. The importance
of discipline and teamwork is invaluable.

welfare mothers; and serving cookies at student
elections has become an appreciated tradition, so
much so that The Tiger cited this as one of the best
reasons to vote in the student elections.
"Cookies for Desert Storm" was another of
Jane's ideas that literally took off. "Students
could airmail care packages to friends or family
members involved in Desert Storm," she explains.
"It became so popular we could barely keep up
with the demand."
Yet, she considers planning a workable marketing program as her greatest accomplishment
to date. "Getting a promotional calendar for the
entire school year before the year started was
pretty remarkable, given the 'last minute' nature
of food service," she says, smiling.
These are just a few of the highlights and
accomplishments Jane has mustered during her
years at Clemson.
The sad note for Clemson, Jane's friends and
colleagues, but happy for West Georgia College, is
that she moved on to the Carrollton, Georgia
institution earlier this month. There, she will
continue her marketing career plus be with her
husband, Len Gough, who left Clemson in October 1993 to take a job in Atlanta.
A Greenwood, South Carolina native, Jane
graduated from Clemson University in 1975 with
a B.A. in psychology and an M.Ed, in personnel
services in 1978. After several years working for
the Department of Social Services in Pickens
County as a foster care supervisor, Jane felt she
needed a career change. Desiring to be more
creative, she thought catering might exercise this
need. Noticing her unique style, and sensing her
potential, David DeFratus, ARA's district manager, approached her about the marketing position. Jane decided marketing could allow her
creative side to emerge. Plus, she says, "It fit right
in with my 'Born To Serve' motto." She credits
DeFratus with guiding her successful career. "He

April's ongoing responsibilities include the development of monthly promotional calendars for
each Campus Dining Service location, conducting customer satisfaction surveys once a semester, coordinating "Meet the Manager" at six
locations once a month; and the development and
production of a quarterly report summarizing the
marketing and promotional activities of the six
Campus Dining locations. April also designs
signage and promotional materials for all Campus Dining operations and coordinates the development and publication of the Catering Guide.
plus works with all the Dining Service managers
to coordinate special events and advertising.
Most of these activities revolve around an annual marketing plan which April develops and
implements. When parents call to order "Something from Home" for their son or daughter, they
speak to April.
In the middle of this whirlwind of activity,
April's enthusiasm and positive attitude shine
through. "I didn't realize there was so much
opportunity in food service. It's definitely more
than just food. It's a whole program. It's nutrition
information, planning and promotion. It's making dining service more visible, and enhancing
the dining experience. What I'd like to see in the
future is Campus Dining Service becoming more
visible. Reaching faculty, staff, and students with
information about the services we offer, upcoming promotions, and daily specials, is one of the
most challenging aspects of my job. We have a lot
to offer and it's my job to make sure that people
know that. I am very excited about the future of
marketing with Campus Dining Service."
You can believe that with April Duncan involved , that excitement will be contagious. ■

gave me my first job here [at Clemson]. He was
and always has been looking out for my future
even when I haven't."
Jane has seen many changes at Clemson University since she was a student in the midseventies. For one thing, the student population
of the University grew from 10,000 to 17,000. Her
observances include the razing and rebuilding of
several old classroom and housing buildings,
such as Brackett Hall and Johnstone. "Also,
students seem to be under more pressure to
maintain excellent grades," she notes. "They seem
to be so absorbed with how much money they will
make when they graduate. My only aspiration in
the love-and-peace-seventies was to save the
world." The prevalent use of computers has had
the most effect on her professional life. She says,
like many of her peers, she was afraid of computers when first introduced to them. Now, of course,
she does not remember what she did without one.
Now that she has mastered the PC, Jane channels her energy into marketing. One of her responsibilities at West Georgia College is to create
a long-term marketing plan for their food service
department. She has three months to do it. "Yes,
it's a challenge, and a lot of work, but I can handle
it. At least I'll give it a good shot."
What has Jane learned from her experience at
Clemson? "We have become more conscious about
the needs of our customers and the fact that they
are not a captive audience anymore. We're beginning to view marketing as an integral'part of our
business—any business—but there is still a long
way to go."
Maybe so, but it looks like Jane Gough has
arrived.
Good luck, J.P. Thanks for the years you gave
Clemson and its dining services. ■
—K.B. Beacham

Harcombe & Schilletter specials
Menu for May 1994
Sunday, May 1
Changing Scenes: Breakfast
Monday, May 2
Changing Scenes: Italian
Exam Study Break (Harcombe/Schilletter)
Tuesday, May 3
Changing Scenes: Oriental
Wednesday, May 4
Changing Scenes: Vegetarian
Exam Study Break (Harcombe/Schilletter)
Thursday, May 5
Changing Scenes: Mexican
Friday, May 6
Changing Scenes: Breakfast
Saturday, May 7 (Harcombe Only)
Changing Scenes: Italian

ITZA
Pizza
Specials
Summer Special!!!

May 2, Monday
Big Cookie

May 4, Wednesday
Two Tacos

May 6, Friday
Slice of Pizza

75<

99 «

99 «

May 3, Tuesday
Small Tossed Salad

May 5, Thursday
Combo SpecialStir Fry, Egg Roll
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

99 *

$3.49

HAVE A
GREAT
SUMMER!

All Summer
SINGLE TOPPING
14" PIZZA

$ 00

5

DINE-IN OR CARRY OUT

•
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Focus on Benefit heightens awareness
education

Participating in the tour are three
Franklin.
West-East '94 is a bicycle tour travel- cyclists, Richard Kelleman, Matthew _
ing from Athens to Boston in order to Jette, and Jamie Long. Kelleman and
On Wednesday, April 13, Clemson increase AIDS awareness and to raise Jette are from New York State and
University was treated to a concert at funds for AIDS support services. Ulti- Massachusetts, respectively, and both
Edgers with The Go Figures from Ath- mately, the group's expectations are to are graduates of Boston College. Long
ens,. The concert was held in order to bridge the gap between knowledge is from Conyers, Georgia, and is a
raise money for West-East '94, a fund- and responsible sexual behavior among 1994 Graduate of Georgia Southern
raising project for the fight against college students until a cure is found. University.
Accompanying the cyclists are JenFrom April 11 to May G they are
AIDS.
Joined by local band 6 String Drag, traveling up the east coast, stopping at nifer Rohrmeier, the Communications
The Go Figures played a full set of seven colleges and winding up at the Coordinator, and Curtis "Lug-nut"
original songs, including "Another Hard Rock Cafe in Boston. There, Brand, the Communications Assistant.
Mile" which was written in support of they will hold a reception for the cy- Both Rohrmeier and Brand are from
the project. In addition, they played a clists and the press, complete with Burnt Hills, New York. Rohrmeier is a
number of cover songs from artists local Boston bands to round out the graduate of Rutgers University, and
Brand is a student here at Clemson.
such as David Bowie and Aretha event.
The stop in Clemson was a very
successful one fore the group. Brand
expressed a hope for similar success
down the road. In his words, "The
Clemson stop was definitely a good
one, as the tour continues we hope to
see the same kind of attention." The "
concert raised $ 150 alone, plus another $50 was raised through a drawing for a mountain bike held that
night. In addition, another $120 was
donated by Romona at Hair Atelier,
who gave half of her profits from work
Wednesday.
The members of the tour encourage support from anyone who wants
to help. Individual and corporate contributions may be sent to: The WestEast Foundation, Inc. C/O Lloyd
Lipsett, Esq. Choate Hall & Stewart,
Exchange Place, 53 State Street, BosLiese Snode/interim head photographer
ton, MA 02109. For telephone correThe Go Figures were one of the bands that played at the
spondence their voice mail number is
803-885-6103.
benefit concert for AIDS sponsered by West-East '94..

by Matthew R. Strangwayes
Special to The Tiger

So, we have finally come to the
end of another year. For some of
us, it may be our first — others may
be seeing the end to their fifth. At
any rate, it's the end of the year.
Most of us just finished that
glorious process of registration
while others are smacking them-

D. Linsey
Wisdom
interim
features editor
selves on the head and screaming
"Registration was this week?!?"
Through the processes, inevitably I found myself staring at a
schedule that contained none of
the classes I had originally planned
on getting. Half of them weren't
even classes required for my major, but they were all I could get.
Class sizes are larger, class sections are fewer, tuition is on the
rise, hiring practices are being frozen... we have heard it before. Every year the problem seems to get
a little bit worse.
This year the state cut $10 million from our "state supported
school." Without that support our
tuitions have to go up, right?.
One thing I have to keep asking
myself is, why is it that with all the
increases, the problem isn't being
deviated?
The money that is brought into
the school never finds it way into
the classrooms. We remember
what those are, don't we? Those
are the places where we are supposed to be receivivng an education.
I have to wonder, is this university a learning institution or a
buissness? Currently, it is trying
(unsuccessfully) to be operated as
both. The emphasis is, however,
on the buisness side. Perhaps instead of Clemson University, the
name should be changed to Clemson Inc.
I can't understand why the students are unable to do anything
about this.
Everyone knows the problems.
Everyday you hear students complaining about what is wrong with
the school. Unfortunatly, noone
complains to the right people.
The president of the school
opens his house for stucdents to
tour and opens his yard for volleyball, but closes his mind when students try to voice their concerns.
Image and appearence are all that
seems to be given to students.
I understand that the school
has to be run partly as a buisness,
but it seems that more emphasis
should be put back into the classrooms.
This is an educational institution first. Without the students, it
would not matter how much
"buissness" the school did. Nothing would matter because there
would be no school.

mmm

Student starts shuttle service
by Jodi Fogle
staff writer
Starting in August, Clemson students who frequent downtown bars
may be able to receive a safe ride home
if they have been drinking. A shuttle
service for potential drunk drivers is
being organized by Brian Andrews, a
Clemson student who will graduate in
May.
Brian decided to start the service
for several reasons. One of the contributing factors was the death of a
friend due to drinking and driving.
"I had a friend killed in a drunk
driving accident when I was a freshman," Brian said. "When I transferred
to Clemson it disturbed me to know
there were so many people drinking
and driving, not by choice, there is no
choice."
Brian also decided to start the service because the number of people
who live off campus and frequent the
downtown area is increasing.
"There is no public transportation
system in Clemson," Brian stated. "The
University is working on one but it will
stop at 10:00 p.m. and it is not designed to service the bars in the downtown area. On campus, most people
are able to walk to bars. The biggest
concern is with the people who live off
campus, and that number is increasing every year."
Brian also commented on the idea
of designated drivers. He feels naming
a designated driver is a good idea but
it does not always work.
"The person usually ends up drink-

ing and driving. The Clemson area is
lucky that there has not been a large
number of drunk-driving related accidents."
Brian also stated that his service
does not advocate drinking. "No matter what you do, people are going to
drink. Prohibition did not. work the
first time. The only thing we can do is
make sure that people have a safe ride
home, and that is what I would like to

but I have not had the opportunity to
talk with them as much."
Brian said that the main question
among the bars is the cost of advert isin

S"A few bars are not even considering the idea because they can't afford
it or because they already have other
advertising commitments."
There is an organization called
LARA (Licensed Alcohol Retailers Association), which is a group of Clemdo."
Brian plans to operate his service by son bar owners and liquor store own-,.
using two 15 passenger vans. At the ers that promotes positive imaging
beginning of the night there will be a and piibl ic relat ions. They may be willdispatch number where people can ing to lend their support. Several bars
call and tell where they would like to and convenience stores in the area
belong to this organization.
be picked up.
"Many of the bars 1 have talked to
The shuttle buses will pick people
up until around 11:00 or 12:00 p.m.. are members of LARA and they're
After this time, there will no longer be discussing buying one of the advertisea dispatch; the shuttles will concen- ment spots through the organization.
The association would pay for the adtrate only on taking people home.
The bars will sell ride tokens for vertisement and all the bars and con$1.25 a piece. There will be shuttle venience stores who belong to it could
stops where students can wait for the split the price and have their advertisevan to pick them up. In the downtown ment on the side of the van. This way
area there will be one shuttle stop and the price would be split between 20
for the bars located further away from businesses instead of 10."
Brian would also like to get the
the downtown area a shuttle will stop
commitment of a major coorperate
in their parking lot.
Since Brian's service is an indepen- sponsor.
"I have also been speaking with
dent business, he will need sponsors to
Budweiser
of Anderson, Frank Dismake the plan work.
"I am at the point now where I have tributing, and Carolina Beer. 1 have
everything set up, I just need commit- also spoken with Coca-Cola and will be
ments from advertisers. I have no com- sending them a proposal lo advertise."
Brian also commented on the mesmitments in writing. I have talked to
The Gathering and Tiger Town Tav- sage the sponsors would he sending to
ern and they are both very supportive tlu- public. "The bars 1 have talked to
"
sceDRlVtRSMc24
of the idea. TD's was also interested,
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Phi Kappa Phi
Picnic planned for youth
inducts members
by Todd DeLelle
staff writer
In an initiation ceremony,
held at the local Ramada Inn
on April 20, Phi Kappa Phi
inducted 72 new members
into their Clemson chapter.
Phi Kappa Phi is an organization in which over
600,000 members participate nationwide. Goals are
dedicated to the recognition of outstanding scholarship in every field of
study.
Eligibility is extended to undergraduate students. A junior student must rank in the
top five percent of his or her
class. Seniors are eligible if
ranking in the top ten percent
of their class.
Graduate students, faculty,
staff, and alumni who excel in
their fields of endeavor are
also eligible to be invited into
membership.
This year, Fni
Phi Kappa rni
Phi

initiated 67 Clemson juniors and seniors who all
maintain at least a 3.62
GPR. Everyjunior inducted
has a perfect cumulative average of 4.0.
In addition, two Clemson
graduate students, Julie Ann
Hoover and Audrey Diane
Johnson, were inducted.
There were three faculty
members, A. B. Bodine,
George E. Carter Jr., and
RonaldJ.Thurston, who were
also admitted for their outstanding professional achievement.
The honor society was
founded in 1897 at the University of Maine. The
organization's Clemson chapter was established in 1938.
The society's motto,
Philosphia Krateito Photon, or
loosely translated "Let the love
of learning rule mankind,"
summarizes the foundational
philosophy behind Phi Kappa
Phi.
rni.

by Jim Boylan and
Shawna Ruff
staff writers

At a time when most Clemson students are thinking
about upcoming finals or
graduation, ATO Community Service Chairman Kyle
Henderson and XO Community Service Chairwoman
Kady Cox have more important things on their minds.
"We've wanted to do something for quite some time
now, and this sounded like a
really good idea," Kyle commented.
That "something" that Kyle
and Kady planned was to organize a day-long picnic for
approximately 90 children
from the Anderson Boys
Home and Tomassi Home
for this Saturday, April 23,
from 11 a.m.to 4 p.m.
The members of the ATO
fraternity along with the
members of the XO sorority

have rented out the small gym
in Fike. The fields across the
street have also been reserved
for the charitable event to help
children from abusive and broken homes.
Some of the games planned
for the day are basketball in
the gym, along with softball,
kickball, football, and face
painting out in the fields. Of
course, no Clemson picnic
would be complete without a
visit from the Tiger mascot
who will make a guest appearance and entertain the children from 1 to 2 p.m.
The members of ATO and
XO are not the only ones donating their time and efforts.
ARA Food Services is donating bag lunches for all the
children, Burger King will
donate all the juice, and a XO
member's father was nice
enough to contribute an assortment of baked goods. Hair
cuts are also being generously
donated for the Tomassi

Home children, by Hair Biz
and Hair Atelier.
The enthusiastic charitable contribution that organizations like ATO, XO,
and so many others are making this weekend to insure a
success for these children
should be a lesson to us all.
This is especially so at a time
when most of us are only
concerned with what our final G.P.R. is going to be or
what our plans are for after
finals.
This event is a great end
to National Volunteer Week.
Community service, such as
this project, benefits all those
involved.
If anyone has the chance
this weekend, stop by the
picnic and just watch all the
children playing without a
care in the world. You know,
it wasn't long ago that most
of us were that age, out playing, without a care in the
world.
•
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Duo performs around Clemson
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group of cover songs," because of their the United States to find it the most
inspirational of his travels.
vast diversity.
His journeys prompted him to write
Tillinghast was first introduced to
the song "What You Think You Search
the
guitar
when
he
was
in
high
school.
A recently introduced type of conis Seldom What You Find."
temporary music, New Folk, is making His older brother, David, taught him
Goree and Tillinghast say they are
it's way into the upstate area. Richard different chords. After graduating attracted to "quiet environments."
Tillinghast, 25, and his partner Jenni- from high school, Tillinghast attended
Goree's rich, expressive voice is
fer Goree, 22, have been performing college for a year. Although his aca- complemented by the deep fullness of
demic
standing
was
high,
he
felt
he
for audiences in and around the Clemneeded to explore some other facets Tillinghast's. Those who hear them
son area for the past six months.
perform often comment about the
The duo, who have been close of life.
"magic" created by their harmonies.
He
studied
in
Brighton
,
England
friends for 10 years, sing and play
For Tillinghast, the music he crefor
a
semester,
but
yearned
for
a
conacoustic guitar.
ates
becomes a form of release. He
Their musical repetoire includes 50 stant change of scenery. Tillinghast says that "if you play it for other people,
percent original material and 50 per- recalls that he always needed some then you can be at peace within yourcent songs by other artists, including sort of "movement" in his life to keep
Tom Waits, Bob Dylan, andjon Gorka. him satisfied. This desire led him to self."
What does the future hold for the
Tillinghast calls the variety of selec- extensive travel throughout Europe duo? A compilation of regional and
tions by these performers "an eclectic and Africa. Eventually, he returned to

Elizabeth Lavinsky
staff writer

1
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local
bands will be released on compact disc this spring by Spinning Mule
Records, including two songs by
Tillinghast and Goree. "Sweet William," written by Goree, and "Your
Runway Lights," written by Tillinghast,
are the band's contributions to the
disc.
The band has played at The Esso
Club, The Coffee House, and Edgar's,
as well as other locations in Asheville
and Greenville. Though they have no
definite plans for future engagements.
Whatever the future may bring for
these two musicians, if you happen to
see them play, you will understand
Tillinghast's philosophy that, in their
music, "something just clicks - something to do with life."

Former athlete feels settlement unfair
by Kevin J. Gierc
staff writer
Paul Caputo recently won
the battle of his life, but never
the less feels he really lost.
Pickens County District Court
awarded Caputo $82,000 last
month for an accident that
occurred two years earlier and
cut short his football career
here at Clemson. Caputo believed he had the talent to play
professional football and is in
complete disbelief with the
award by Pickens County.
The accident occurred late
Saturday, February 26,1992.
Paul Caputo , his brother, and
two friends had gone out to
the Underground (i.e. The
Gathering) and decided to
leave around 11 p.m. They
were crossing Highway 123 to
reach their parked van when
another car turned into the
road and headed in their direction.
The car was driven by William Earl Glasgow. Glasgow
had been drinking and was
legally intoxicated. Caputo
went one way, his brother and
friends, the other. Caputo was
struck by Glasgow's car and
suffered knee and hand injuries that would require surgery the next day.
Both Caputo and Glasgow

B|

were Clemson students and
juniors at the time of the accident.
Shortly after the accident,
Glasgow was tested for alcohol and returned a .22 Blood
Alcohol Level (BAC) in a state
that defines legally intoxicated
at a .10 BAC. Glasgow was
charged with a DUI and later
pleaded guilty to the offense.
His sentence was a 6 month
driving suspension and a $400
fine. That is the standard sentence for first time offenders,
according to the Pickens
County Magistrate's Office.
Caputo, a starting fullback
for the Tiger football team,
missed spring workouts and
his last season. His absence in
the 1993 season destroyed his
chances for gaining the recognition necessary to jump-start
a career in professional football.
Caputo filed a civil suit
against Glasgow to seek compensation for the potential
loss.
The case took approximately two years to reach a
trial and was heard in Pickens
County on March 8,1994. The
trial took only two days, and
the jury returned a verdict of
$82,000 in damages to Caputo.
According to Caputo, his
medical expenses and lawyer

fees will take most of the award.
Caputo was shocked at the
small amount and said in disbelief, "If this case were heard
anywhere else, I would have
received two or three million."
He may have been right.
According to the Pickens
County Magistrate's Office,
Pickens County "just does not
return large verdicts." They
went on to say that the settlement received by Caputo
would be on the high-end for
Pickens County.
Unfortunately for Caputo,
no further recourse is available. He won the case and
cannot appeal on the basis of
the award.
Caputo will graduate this
year as a Business Management major. According to
Caputo, his knee has only recovered 80 percent of its capacity, but he continues to
pursue his dream of playing
professional football. He received an invitation to spring
training with the San Francisco 49ers this past spring
and, with the help of his agent,
will play semi-professional
football after graduation.
Glasgow, reportedly graduated as an accounting major
and now works for an accounting firm in Davidson, Maryland.

Liese Snode/intetim head photographer.

Paul Caputo's career was cut short due to an
automobiole accident.
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On-campus bar asset to CU Bad Creek

by Angela Martin
staff writer

As a federally funded University, Clemson boasts the only oncampus bar in South Carolina. •
According to a survey by the

Association of College Unions International, Edgar's makes Clemson one of the 70 publicly supported colleges and universities to
have similar on-campus facilities
that sell beer and wine.
George Smith, Director for the

9»B

University Union explained that
since Edgar's is run completely
from its own revenue, about
$97,000 per year. The bar t does
not use federal funds. For this reason, they have not met with much
opposition from the state legislature.
Unlike other bars in the area,
Edgar's is always open to those 18
years and older, which allows those
who are underage to participate
in campus social events, and gives
those of legal drinking age a safe
setting to drink on campus. Many
bars around Clemson are open only
to those 21 and older, or they have
special "All Ages Night."
Edgar's advertises the bands and
other entertainment that appear
there instead of trying to draw
people in with drink specials.
Edgar's is not a bar that tries, to
promote drinking. Instead, the
purpose seems to be a place that is
enjoyable for all students on campus.
All employees of Edgar's are required to be certified by the national Training for Intervention
Procedures for Servers of Alcohol
(TIPS), which trains them to discourage and deal with the abuse of
alcohol and the use of fake IDs.
"We emphasize the entertainment aspect of Edgar's... and wantto treat the students of legal drinking age as adults," said Smith.
In addition to Edgar's, another
"recreation center" that will serve
alcohol and showcase local bands
is planned to be located in the new

Liese snode/interim head photographer East CampUS Student Center, aC-

Edear's,
Clemsons on campus bar, is truely a unique
&
'
.
*\. ,
'
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,
establishment. Only 70 publicly supported colleges have
bars.

cordmg to Smith
Smith also said that there are no
apparent plans to make Clemson a
dry campus.

Band plays
benefit
by Sean Cook
interim editor
The Bad Creek Band will be
performing a benefit concert
for the Henry Harper Fund next
Saturday, April 30. The performance will be held at Charlie
T's.
Harper, a 23-year-old local
man, was injured in a fall last
December As a result, Harper
is now paralized from the neck
down.
He was not covered under
any insurance plan at the time
of his injury.
All money raised from the
concert will help meet Harper's
special equipment needs and
help his family pay the huge
medical expenses.
The show will run from 8
p.m. to 11 p.m. The concert will
feature a variety of music including Southern Rock, beach
and top 40. The cover charge
for the event will be a $3 donation given to the Henry Harper
Fund.
Persons who cannot attend
the event but still wish to contribute to the fund can send
checks to Henry Harper Fund,
115 Letson Circle, Walhalla, SC
29691.
For more information, call
885-1974 or 638-3077 after 6
p.m.

In Memory of

A Field of Flowers
In heaven, there is afield of angelic flowers that surround
God and His throne.
God has looked down on His earth and picked another
beautiful, blooming daisy to put in His field for His
enjoyment.
This daisy had a strong green stem, while its petals were
soft and delicate to the touch. Its color was a vivid
yellow glow that seemed to spread sunshine to anyone who
stopped to admire it.
I, too, saw this rare flower that swayed gently in the wind.
I, too, knew this flower that always had a full bloom, even
when storm clouds were above.
We have been blessed to have seen and experienced such a
gift given to us by God. Now He has returned it to His
field offlowers so that it can spread its angelic glow for
Him to admire.

D. Lavette Jones
July 7,1972 - April 15,1994

We can only thank God for this gift and remember its
sunshine bloom.

We Love You And Will Miss You Dearly
Michelle T. Eikner
'We thankjjou, Qod, for Lavette.
through us.

'HAT sunshine

bloom xoifi five
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Career Center helps prepare students
by Jetson
staff writer
Graduation is less than a
month away Do you know
where your job is? How about
your resumes?Job expeience?
I know everyone who is graduating in May has already sent
out lots of resumes and has
had many dreamy job offers.
Most of my friends who graduated in May of 1993 from Clemson are still waiting tables.
After four years of higher education, what do we do now?
Tiffany Tew is ready for the
real world. She is a 21-year-old
honors student in accounting
from Greenville who will
graduate this May. For some
reason she already knows what
she is going to do! She has
been offered ajob at a top ten
accounting firm, and will start
in August. She is a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha and the accounting honors fraternity
Delta Sigma Pi. DSP teaches
its members how to break into
the job market through resumes, interviews, networking
and hard work. She already
has connections through DSP
and is now introducing her
fraternity brothers to other
infuential people in the world
of accounting. But not all of us
are so lucky.
Accounting doesn't come
so easy to Joelle Harper. She is
a 21-year-old from Atlanta, Ga.,
and does not make a 3.9. Joelle
sacrificed a lot of nights and
worked hard to get to May
graduation. Through summer
interningjoelle met the influential people she needed to
get a job offer from
NationsBank in Atlanta. Joelle
is proof that not everything
comes easy, but hard work
does pay off.
Jennifer Felder is a different case. She is a Civil Engineer from Lexington, S.C. who
will graduate in December of
this year. She doesn't get
straight A's either, but she took
the advice of her professors

and co-oped three times. This
21-year-old has an engineering firm in Florence, S.C. eagerly waiting for her to graduate. Any way you look at it
these days, the job market is
tough for college graduates,
unless you give alot of extra
effort.
So what does the University have to say about this? The
Career Center firmly believes
that using co-oping, interning
and lots of networking, is the
key to a successful job hunt.
Tiffany, Joelle, and Jennifer
each mastered the art of networking in three different
forms. Tiffany made her connections through DSP where
she learned all of the tricks of
the trade she needed to meet
the right people and send the
best reesumes.
Joelle has worked every
summer for the past five years.
She has good grades and job
experience which gave her the

opportunity to intern at
NationsBank last summer. She
met the right people and impressed them with her capabilities while they familiarized
her with the company and
personel.
Jennifer co-oped at two different engineering firms. She
now knows the employees, the
town, and already has the skills
she needs to be a valuable
member of the firm. Her boss
has been sending care packages for the last two years, and
even takes her out to dinner
when his family comes to Clemson football games. She may
be spending an extra semester
at Clemson because she cooped, but finding a company
that she fits into so perfectly
was well worth the time.
Finding co-ops and interns
for engineers and business
majors isn't hard. The
economy is so bad that companies would rather pay a stu-

dent a small amount of money
and spend two weeks in training than hire a professional
who will charge 2 to 3 times as
much. The Career Center,
DSP, and Student Government hold a Career Expo every semester, the next one is
Sepetember 21, 1994. This
event brings in aproximately
75-95 recruiting personel from
different companies, and
about 1500-2000 students attend. About 1200 students
are currently in the co-operative education program which
involves co-oping for 3 semesters. Dave Scherrep of the coop department stated that approximately 300 students coop each semester at Clemson,
and at least 60% of them are
offered permanent possitions.
Most of these jobs are in engineering and computer science.
The Career Center is determined to help anyone find an
internship. Every rising senior

is sent a letter during the summer for a Career Center orientation. This August, Mrs.
Rieley is organizing a focused
2-day workshop for seniors a
few weeks before school starts.
She will mail letters to seniors
this summer, and each student attending will be charged
a minimum price to cover her
costs. This workshop will cover
resumes, interviews, data
sheets, and more.
Mrs. Rieley's advice to you
is to "keep networking with
your friends, family, and business associates. Even get involved with the Clemson
Alumni. There are jobs out
there!"
The Career Center will be
open during the summer.
As for Tiffany, Joelle, and
Jennifer, you are on the road
to the top. We're proud of
you. Just don't forget me when
I come knocking on your door
in two years begging for a loan!
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PBO'S

~KRE YOU A PROFESSIONAL
ENERGETIC STUDENT LOOKING
FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH
GREAT WORK EXPERIENCE AND
TOP PAY?
U.S. PERSONNEL HAS BOTH SHORT
AND LONG TERM ASSIGNMENTS
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH GREAT
DATA ENTRY, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
COMPUTER RECEPTION, AND
OTHER OFFICE SKILLS. LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL JOBS ALSO
AVAILABLE.
CALL (803) 232-8367 FOR
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW.

Party Pizza Special
20 inch 1-topping
Plus 2-liter drink

$11.95

+ tax

Not valid with other specials
Expires 5/15/94
Free Delivery

654-1103

m

B

UPSTATE IMPORT SERVICE

NEVER A FEE
EOE and Drug Free Envivonment

Here's the plan:

Honda Car Specialists

Expert Service On All Japanese Imports
Now you have a choice!

©MOTOR OIL
Kendall

Now Offering Kendall Quick Lube
"Pour in Protection"

MAZDA -MITSUBISHI • HONDA •
TOYOTA • I'SUZU • NISSAN • SUBARU
CLIP & SAVE - MUST PRESENT COUPON AND STUDENT ID

Oil & Filter Change

10%c

Off All Maintinence & Repair
Not Valid with Other Coupons

PIEDMONT
1-85 EXIT 39
803-295-4787
OR
1-800-310-6607
8-5 Monday thru
Friday

V $9.95
Includes Free 25 Point Insp. plus Tire
rotation, up to 4 quarts oil & filter.

M QAkfe CiMakkMld
VISA

Stop paying higher
prices at dealers

1. Spend part of your summer with us.
2. Come out ahead in the fall.
For Upstate residents headed home for the summer,
it just makes good sense. The University of South
Carolina at Spartanburg offers a wide selection of
courses, taught by terrific faculty members, and the
cost is affordable.

Summer Session I begins May 26
Summer Session II begins July 6
Call the USCS Admissions Office for information
about taking summer courses as a transient student.

1-800-277-USCS

ANDERSON
4135 CLEMSON BLVD.
803-261-9494
OR
1-800-320-2277
8-5:30 Monday thru
Friday
8-1 Saturday

University of
South Carolina
at Spartanburg

The place
to be this
summer
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Club Spotlight: Student Recycling Comission
by David Adelman
computer manager
The Student Recycling
Commission will be dedicating their permanent Kite Hill
Recycling Cite today at 2 p.m.,
officially kicking off their more
coordinated effort to promote
recycling at Clemson University.
Recycling has been going
on at Clemson University for
quite sometime. The Student
Recycling Commission , however, began last summer to
help coordinate the campus
recycling effort with other
groups, such as Students For
Environmental Awareness
(SEA) and Residential Hall
Association.
Other objectives include
managing the four large recycling containers at the Kite
Hill Recycling Cite and to develop short and long term recycling goals.
One area the comission
would like to concentrate on is
working with ARA to recycle
die large amount of polystyrene they use. They would also
like to work with the University
to try and alter their purchasing
habits to become more environmentally friendly. This includes buying recyclable materials instead of ones which cannot be recycled.
David Larson, Vice President of Business and Finance
and Chairman of the Environmental Committee for the
University, "has been very supportive of this project" according to Lee Ann Welch,
CoChair of the Student
Recycliing Comission and
President of SEA.
Larson will be one of the
featured speakers at the dedication. Also speaking will be
Dr. Alan Elzerman, a professor of Environmental Systems
Engineering.
Currently the recycling
comission is recycling grades
one and two plastic, newspapers, aluminum cans, and clear
olass. These can be dropped

Cff at the Kite Hill Recycling
Cite. If they can find buyers
for other recyclable materials,
such as steel cans and other
plastics, they may expand their
recycling to include them.
"The biggest problem for
us is letting people know about
our recycling cite," mentions
Welch.
The comission is trying to
lay the groundwork with the
administration to build an enduring recycling effort. This is
evidenced by them being part
of the Student Services Division of the Student Body
President's Cabinet.
Stephen Wilson, a Student
Senator and CoChair for the
comission comments, "We've
had a lot of interest and a
great turn out with the commission."
His goals include trying to
make it easier and worthwhile
to recycle on campus.
Wilson adds, "It is cheaper
for the University to send it all
to the landfill rather than having it be recycled. It shouldn't
be that way."
He is trying to minimize the
cost of recycling, so it makes
financial sense to recycle.
Another project which
could begin as a pilot program
in the next school year is recycling in dorms. Although recycling is going on in at least six
dorms currently, it is handled
through different groups and
is the responsibility of students
to take the recyclables to the
proper location.
In the pilot program, dorms
wishing to participate would
apply, and those accepted
would be given recycling bins
for each room. These bins
would be emptied periodically
into a centralized collection
area, which, once full, would
be taken to the Kite Hill Recycling Cite. Welch believes this
would make recycling easier
for the students and would
increase participation.
Today's dedication is an
appropriate way to recognize
Earth Day.

Larry Barthelemy ill/senior staff photographer

Stephen Wilson and Beth Hall help the environment by recyling glass,
plastic, aluminum cans, and paper at the Kite Hill Recycling Center.

Soft ware Engineer s
Join our experienced and successful Ami Pro software development team
here at Lotus Word Processing Division in beautiful Atlanta tor hard-core
development of the next generation of Ami Pro, our top-rated
award-winning word processor for Microsoft Windows, Motif,OS/2, and
new environments. Learn cross-platform OOP in C++.
Recent Graduate Positions Require I Very Helpful
• Successful course work in compilers,
operating systems, graphics, languages.
• Development experience in UNIX X
Windows, Microsoft Windows, OS/2 PM, or
Macintosh in C++ or C. Experience with IBM
PC, HP 9000, Sparc, RS/6000.
• C++ or C programming and debugging
skills, some assembly knowledge.

• May, June, or September 1994 graduate,
BS in computer science, solid grades.
• US citizen or permanent resident.
• Strong interest in serious and challenging
soflware development career.
• Excellent verbal communication skills.
• Strong work ethic and the ability to get
quality work done quickly with your team.

Include 2 weeks vacation to start, 3 weeks vacation after first year, 12 holidays, stock purchase,
retirement and profit-sharing, medical, dental, vision, disability, profit sharing, 401 (k) with
matching, and a stimulating, focused small-group environment with big-company industry
leadership, no bureaucracy, and lots of opportunity for initiative.

Write or Call Today
Write: R&D Manager, Department C494
Lotus Word Processing Division
Suite 1700, 1000 Abernathy Road
Atlanta GA 30328
Call:
Software Development
Career Information
(404) 828-5495

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y THEATER
PLAYING
;^,J^m«i6n'i»t»3 Mattjrautnake mbyte magic"

THURSDAY,

"A hilariously
raunchy comedy.
Lenimon and
Matthau are
the funniest odd
couple in film."

"A delicious
comedy that will
cure your blahs,
and jump-start
your heart."
- It-1 Bm). nil. -r» YOfcK o^suntr

FRIDAY,
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"Thoroughly
entertaining!
Romantic, razzle. dazzle, magic."
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END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL

-

1 weeks •unlimited classes $12.00
Student Special
Bring Ad to Receive Offer

653-FITT

The Clemson Jazzercise Fitness Center
1021 Old Stone Church Rd.
'Staying for Summer School? Call for Summer Specials.

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

»NC*'*« IOU INKS

UNTIL SOMETHING CAME BETWEEN THEM

GRUMPY OLD MEN

ADMISSION ONLY

$

2.00

A FlFTY■V E A R I

MIDNITE MOVIE FRI & SAT

REDUCE EXAM STRESS

& SATURDAY

"Loaded with
laughter! A
sheer delight."

Mel Brooks'

TRLTZZING ONLY
SADDLES
$2

COMING NEXT WEEKEND
"The greatest of Bugs Bunny.'
■-kit* 24 carrot entertainment."

^*^ZkJ$J&

From Wurrw Btot. 1
A W»rn#r Communication■ Company "

SUNDAY SPACEBALLS
DOLLAR SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSIONS
MOVIE

^re&fi
: -.: :v Q c.-tv*M.Ju>**Ti

APRIL 28-30:
THE LOONEY,
LOONEY BUGS
BUNNY MOVIE
APRIL 29-30:
FRITZ THE CAT
APRIL 31:
THE SECRET OF
NIMH
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Options for Drinkers
continued rroml

understand they're not only
paying for advertisement. Indirectly the bars would be saying we not only give these
people alcohol, but we also
support a service to keep
drunk drivers off of the road."
Initially, Brian was only
planning to let bars who pay
for advertisement sell the
shuttle tokens. He has since
decided against the idea because "the whole point of doing this is to keep drunk drivers off of the road." However,
Brian stated that even this
would be impossible without
an adequate number of sponsors.
"Without a certain number
of sponsors," Brian stated, "the
service won't stay in business
for over four months."
Brian has received some
negative response to starting
a shuttle service.
"Some of the bars I have
talked to don't even think there
is a problem. They say students just don't drink and
drive. Having been a student
here for three years I know
that is not the truth."
So what do the students
think? Suzanne Hardee feels

it would prove to be successful.
"I have a lot of friends who
live in Seneca and they drive
back and forth to the bars, so
I think this would be a good
idea."
Another student, Adam
Williams, stated, "I can easily
walk downtown from my place,
but I think for people who live
further away it is a great idea
because it would promote not
driving after drinking."
Adam also thought that
$1.25 was too much for the
service. "Tons of people would
think, 'Well, I have only had a
few beers and I'd rather drive
than pay $1.25'."
Hopefully by August,
Brian's plan will be in action.
Brian said that this service has
been successful in the past at
other universities.
"At the University of Florida
a person started a shuttle system like this one. After a
couple of years the University
bought out the service. But it
took someone's initiative* to
get it started."
Perhaps Brian's initiative
will serve as a catalyst to the
reduction of drinking and driving in the Clemson area.

Nursing needs change
sense ofhostility from some ofthe
older nursing students. The students who said that there was
tension said it was not blatent, it
wasjust something they felt in the
air.
June Weitz, a sophomore,
stated that she felt no hostility or
tension from the students. However, she, along with several other
health science students, were up
set about die media center.
The media center is a small
library in Edwards Hall shared by
nursing and healdi science students. The students were irritated
when drey were not allowed to
use the newer computers with the
three inch floppy disk drive. One
health science student stated drat
die media center staff explained
die newer computers were do-

by Michelle Arnold
staffivriter
Robert Bailey, a junior in
health sciences, states that he is
"grateful that we (health science students) are identified
with the College of Nursing,
but a lot of other students feel
we aren't represented correctly
and feel that die College of
Nursingis notaspecific enough
name for what the college now
offers.
The health science major
was formed three years ago at
Clemson. This year, the health
science department will produce its first graduating class.
Health science students in
general stated that they felt a
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nated to nursing. She then
showed him to die older computers, which use a five inch
floppy disk drives. Tire student
stated that this occurs even if
there are no nursing students
usiing the other computers.
At one point, there was a
move by health science students
to rename die College of Nursing to include the healdi services. As ofyet, this has not been
done, but was considered by
administration within the college.
Bailey expressed that he felt
the two disciplines needed to be
togedier; it just happened that
nursing was first.He feels that
the changes should be made
to help students have their
own identity.
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WOMEN'S
COMMISSION
■

svectai
Grab a delicious sub
for the ride home.

m

PRE SIDENTS COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF
WOMEN AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

Open For um on Sexual Heirassment

Walk-in Orders Only!

Expires: 5-15-94
"Thank You" for letting us serve you.
•Taco Bell Express
•Li'l Dino Subs
•East Campus Convenience Store

HfiVEfT
GREfiT SUMMER!

Tuesday, April 26, 1994
3 p.m.
Self Auditorium
Strom Thurmond Institute
Panelists
Jane Aiken, USC Law School
j anis Cheezem, C.U. Legal Studies
Shirley 1 Davis, C.U. Sexual Harassment Cc mnselor
Step hen Henry, Attorney, Greenville, J >.C.
Mary ! Snead, S.C. Human Affairs Comm ission
Hope Threadgill, C.U. Counselor

1 Dpen to the public, free of charge,
C all 656-1532 for more informatior i.

Intramural Softball npdate? page 26
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Clemson Ultimate lias
been ranked as high as
21st nationally this
spring. This marks the
first time on record that
CU has had a ranked
team in ultimate frisbee.
See page 31.
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Baseball Tracksters prepare for ACCs
ignorance
by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer

This year marks the 125th anniversary of Major League baseball. The
game has seen many ups and downs
during this time period and gone
through a semblance of changes.
For the first time in MLB history, a
team that does not finish first will get
the opportunity to participate in the playoffs.

Lou Potenza
staff writer

■

The divisions were realigned to make
them more geographically correct and
a Central division was added to both
leagues.
Also, this season marks the 20th
anniversary of Hank Aaron's 715th
home run which broke Babe Ruth's
record.
So?
Well in a season that hopes to stand
for the revival of America's pastime,
the most asinine display of ignorance
for the game of baseball occurred last
week.
I'm talking about Reggie Sanders of
the Cincinnati Reds charging the
mound against the Montreal Expos
after he had been hit by a pitch.
Granted, this happens often in
modern day baseball. Not 22 outs into
a perfect game though.
Sanders defended himself by saying
that Pedro Martinez, the Expos pitcher,
was throwing inside all game. And?
That's how he pitches, genius. Sanders
is lucky he didn't have to face the likes
of Bob Gibson or the late Don Drysdale.
They'd throw the ball over 90 miles an
hour, high and inside, just because the
sun was too bright.
The scary thing is that Sanders
doesn't understand what he did, was
just plain wrong. So what if Martinez
was throwing inside? There is nothing
that says the inside part of the plate
belongs to the batter. Why should the
pitcher give up that part of the strike
zone? He shouldn't and he didn't.
Sanders then went on to say that if
the commissioner reviewed the tape
of the game, he wouldn'tbe suspended.
Oh, I get it Reggie, he was looking for
a fight, right? Nevermind that he didn't
allow you or any of your teammates to
reach first base all game, he was asking
for trouble.
Well, apparently the National
League commissioner did look at a
tape of the game and suspended Sanders for five games pending appeal. I
guess he felt that when Martinez
dropped his head in disgust after hitting Sanders there was no malicious
intent involved.
Hey, ignore the head dropping,
Martinez was pitching a perfect game.
What the hell was Sanders thinking?
If Sanders were more of a student
of the game of baseball instead of a
high-priced, cocky athlete maybe this
wouldn't have occurred. Sanders' manhood had been bruised and there was

see STUPIDITY, page 30

As the wind whipped the ACC flags
around, a voice over the loud speaker
announced, "please clear the track."
With that, the Clemson Classic Outdoor Track Meet had begun.
The men and women's teams competed in what men's coach Bob Pollock and women's coach Wayne
Coffman described as "a quality meet."
It was "a meet for our kids to put them
in the mood for the ACCs," Pollock
said.
Leading the way for the men was
junior Eric Lander, who not only won
the decathlon, but finished second in
thejavelin and fourth in the pole vault.
On Lander, "he works extremely hard,"
said Pollock. "He has almost qualified
for the NCAA's."
Pollock was also impressed with the
performance of other Tigers. Duane
Ross has hurdled his way to becoming
a three-time All-American. He is described as "very competitive." Juniors
Mitchel Francis and Clarence Richards,
who run on the mile relay team are
described as "the gutsy type," by Pollock.
But Pollock doesn't take all the credit
for their success, citing the assistant
coaches in their work with the athletes. "They are hard-nosed kids," says
Pollock. "They know what it takes."
The women's team, whose performance last weekend was described by
Coffman as "nonchalant," turned in

Larry Barthelemy 1V/ interim senior staff photographer

A Tiger high jumper clears the bar at last Saturday's track meet.
three wins in the field events. Senior
Denise Massey turned in a personal
best in the discus at 148'2", and fresh-,
man Nikki Sims won the shot put with
a toss of 48'8-3/4". Freshman Sharla
Clinkscales jumped 5'8" to take the
high jump competition.
Coffman was, nonetheless, unhappy
with the overall performance of the
women. "They learn to take it for

granted that we're at home," he said.
"We have yet to come together as a
team."
Both teams will be competing at
this weekend's ACC Championships
in Raleigh, N.C. Pollock, who is bringing 28 men, says, "it will be a tough
meet. We need to compete hard the
first day. If they don't do it on Friday,
there will be no Saturday."

USC takes season series, 3-1
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer

Larry Barthelemy rv/interim senior staff photographer

Jason Embler takes a throw at first base.

After No. 20 South Carolina's 5-4,
17-inning marathon victory over No. 4
Clemson in Columbia April 13, the
Gamecocks became the only team so
far this season to beat the Tigers twice.
And after USC's 4-3 win at Tiger
Field Wednesday night, it became the
only team to beat CU three times, also
clinching .the season series between
the two, 3-1. The loss dropped
Clemson's season record to 40-1.
"Of course it means a lot to us," said
Tiger head coach Jack Leggett of losing the series with the heated in-state
rivals, "but I'm not going to let a series
with one team affect our team. They've
played four good games against us,
and we've played four good games
against them."
'llie 'Cocks jumped out to a 2-0 lead
in the top of the first on a two-run
home run by Rob DeBoer and added
a single run in the fifth when I he Tiger
second baseman Eric DeMoura twice
had trouble turning the double play.
USC scored another in the eighth when
Mac White hit a solo home run to
center, and it proved to be the gamewinner, since Tiger DH Andy Monin
clubbed a three-run shot with two out
in the bottom of the ninth to bring
Clemson to within one run.
see TIGERS, page 30
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King and Durden look to rule doubles
by Noelle Lambert
staff writer
Clemson tennis stars Janice
Durden and Shannon King
have accomplished a lot as a
pairs team, but they have much
more coming in the future.
The pair is currently ranked
sixth in the nation for doubles'
play, and they are shooting for
the big win at the upcoming
NCAA Championships in Athens, Ga.
Best friends off the court,
King and Durden use their
compatibility to achieve great
things on the court as well.
The pair is ranked sixth in the
country, according to the ITA
doubles rankings.
They head into the ACC
tournament this weekend with
hopes of beating Duke, the
team seeded first, one ahead
of King and Durden, in the
tournament.
"We've not yet beat Duke,
but we want it really bad this
time and we plan to come out
ahead this weekend," says King
of this week's match.
Though this season has

been hampered by injuries for
both King and Durden, and
they have only been able to
play five games together, their
fall season boasts an excellent
record which can put them
into the NCAA tournament
rankings.
In the fall, the pair made it
to the quarter finals in the AllAmerican tournament in Los
Angeles, Ca. King and Durden
also made it to the semi-finals
of the national indoor championships in Dallas, Tx.
"We won't be happy until
we're national champions,"
Durden says of the pair's goals
this season.
They have many ideas about
what they hope to accomplish
this year in doubles' tennis.
Durden and King would ideally like to be the top doubles
team in the country.
Another goal for the duo is
to be Ail-American, which
would entail being seeded in
the top eight at the NCAA
championships.
The pair is hopeful about
the NCAA results because they
have wins over the number

Larry Barthelemy IV/intuim senior staff photographer

Shannon King (left) and Janice Durden take a break from tennis to
discuss their hopes of becoming NCAA doubles champions.
one and number two teams
(Kansas and Georgia respectively), even though they are

Intramural softball
by Michael Burns
sports editor
With the end of this school
semester, another season of
Intramural Softball comes to
a close. Sponsored by Campus Recreation, softball has
annually been one of the most
popular activities they sponsor. With over 3,000 participants, this spring's softball
season has been one of the
most competitive to date.
"Things have gone pretty
smoothly," program supervisor Jason Barnard said. "In
the past, it seems the same
teams seem to have won. But
this spring, it has been much
more competitive."
The 220 teams involved in
softball are split up into five
divisions: upper class men, fraternity,
co-recreational,
women and graduate/ faculty
/ staff. But now, there are
only 11 teams left in the men's,
women's and co-rec divisions.
Championships started this
week, and by Monday, each
division will have a champion.

Erik Martin/staff photographer

Kyle Sobke fires a pitch during intramural
action this spring. Intramural softball is one
of the most popular club activities on campus.

Men's division
Shirley's Boys, Sigma Chi Gold, Quasi
Rents, Chico Bail Bong

Women's division
Margaritaville, Zetas

Co-rec division
We Know Dave, Gorillas, PBJ on Rye,
Bullpen Mix, Big Guns

«■

weekend and will look ahead
the the NCAA championships
later this spring.

Clemson's
Crew triumphs
by Brian Carley
staff writer

Softball playoff contenders:

u.--M-r—■-

ranked sixth.
The pair will go for the win
at the ACC tournament this

The Clemson University
Rowing Association attended
the Southern Intercollegiate
Rowing
Associations'
(S.I.R.A.) regatta this pastSaturday in Oakridge, Tn.
This annual race offers an
opportunity to southern
schools trying to secure bids
to the Champion International Regatta, which will be
held in Occoquan, Va., on
May 15.
The Champion International Regatta is a premier
national race where the top
boats from around the country compete. In order to earn
a bid for this elite race, a
crew needs a finish of third
or better.
The Clemson lightweight
women's eight did exactly
that as they rowed to a second place finish in one of
their best performances of
the season.
They finished behind the
University of Central Florida,
but held off the likes of Ohio
State, Pittsburgh, University
of Florida, University of
Notre Dame and Grand Valley, who finished only tenths
of a second behind the Tigers in third.
"We simply had a great
race. Everyone in the boat
was together mentally. After
a race like that I am really
confident that we will win
nationals," commented Keri
Henderson who is the stroke
seat for the lightweight
women.
The men's varsity lightweight eight and novice
men's eight both were unable to make the finals and
therefore did not have a
chance for a bid to the
national's regatta.
These two men's crews

faced top schools including
University of Miami, Georgia Tech, Michigan, Michigan State University and
Ohio State.
The women's novice eight
missed a bid to national's by
one place. They finished
fourth in the finals behind
University of Miami, George
Washington and Virginia.
Coach
Robbie
Tenenbaum said, "We made
the decision to mostly race
eights as opposed to fours.
The lightweight women
qualified for the Champion
International Regatta. The
novice women have a very
strong chance of earning an
at large bid at their next race
which will be this weekend."
At large bids are awarded
to the top crews who have
not yet earned an invitation
to the Champion International Regatta. Both the novice men and the novice
women will attempt to earn
one of these remaining bids
this weekend at the regatta
in West Virginia.
While Clemson mainly
raced eights at the S.I.R.A.'s
regatta, there were two fours
that competed: the heavyweight varsity men and the
novice women.
The novice women's four
advanced to the finals after a
second place finish in trials.
The men's heavyweight four
also finished second in trials,
which was enough to advanced them to the finals.
Clemson has already secured one bid to the Champion International Regatta.
They will attempt to earn
more bids this weekend as
the team will travel to West
Virginia.
If the Tigers place well,
they will earn the remaining
at large bids and travel to the
nationals in May.
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Q&A with Rick Barnes
by Rob Graham and Mike
tfBurns
^staff writer and sports
\zditor
Today marks the one
onth anniversary of Clemlison naming Rick Barnes as
: Sits new head basketball coach,
rand that month has kept
^Barnes on the move.
Barnes, whose Providence
steam finished its regular season with five straight victories, then cruised past
IMllanova, Connecticut, and
^Georgetown for the rights to
)ihe Big East Tournament
rtrown and an automatic bid
ko the NCAA tournament,
uhas had high expectations
-placed upon his shoulders by
jfTiger basketball fans, mainly
wtlie students.
Recruiting has been at the
jtop of his list, but other concerns involving his players
jhave seemed to make the
^headlines (Devin Gray's heart
lattack, Rayfield Ragland's
rarrest and Kyle Freeman's
ifuture on the team).
Barnes has experienced
ust about everything a new
;diead coach could encounter,
find his desk has been
;\swamped with interview reiquests ever since he made a
iverbal commitment to Clemison.
But The Tiger was lucky
rfsnough to just recently be
jgranted an interview over the
^telephone with coach Barnes,
■ind here's what he had to

Isay:

How is the 1994-95 recruiting class coming?
The people we've been able
to contact have been receptive. [Because of NCAA Probation] we've only got two official visits and we're trying to
save things up for the fall, but
we've been able to get people
to take unofficial visits. I've
always believed you should be
sure to surround yourself with
good people. If that means
giving up talent in order to get
a better all-around student-athlete, we'll do that. The No. 1
priority is to graduate.
Could you talk about any
particular habits or rituals
that the basketball team is
currently implementing?
We get up and have breakfast every morning. I've asked
them to not wear hats in class.
When they walk onto the
basketball court, I expect attention and respect. To professors, their subject is as important to them, as basketball
is to me. When our studentathletes walk into a classroom,
I want them to show respect to
everyone they deal with. That
doesn't mean sitting in the
back of the classroom with a
hat over their eyes.
Do you plan on Devin Gray
being here next season?
I think right now, the only
people who know about that
are the doctors. He is going to
go to them for two months
and have some tests, and the
decision will be made then.
Do you plan disciplinary
action against Rayfield

Ragland?
What I will do is wait and
see what happens. I'll certainly get all the facts, and he
and I will discuss the situation.
Is Kyle Freeman off of the
team?
All I've asked Kyle to do is
get his academics in order.
That situation is up in the air,
and it is completely up to
him. We'll discuss that at the
end of the semester.
Any comments on the difference between the ACC
and the Big East?
I think the biggest thing is
the Big East is more physical
and the ACC is more wideopen. Top to bottom, I think
the ACC has more talent (now
that I'm here).
How do you feel going
from coaching against the
likes of John Thompson, Jim
O'Brien, and Jim Boeheim
to the likes of Dean Smith,
Mike Krzyzewski, and Gary
Williams, whom you use to
be an assistant under?
I haven't coached against
these guys (ACC coaches)
enough to say. But, I know
one thing-the guys just mentioned are big-time, successful coaches.
Where do you see Clemson basketball is three seasons?
The big thing is obviously
improvement for this team,
but I'm not going to concede
the first two seasons. We'll
strive to be competitive. If
you're competitive, you'll win

Netters gear
for ACCs
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
Although the regular season will be over by Sunday, the
Tigers hope that their season
doesn't end just yet.
The men's and women's t ennis teams are winding up their
regular seasons this weekend
at the ACC Championships,
but both teams have an excellent shot at making the
NCAAs.
In men's tennis, the Tigers
lost to No. 1 Duke 4-3. Cris
Robinson, Brian Twente, and
Mike Williams had singles victories in the game. With the
win, Duke clinched the ACC
regular season championship.
The men's tennis team finished the regular season at 2010 overall and 5-3 in the ACC.
Coach Chuck Kriese, the
coach of the men's tennis
team, said, "We are improving every time out. The team
is playing very well. We just
need to get over the hump.
We are very close to becoming
a good team."
Mike Williams, the lone senior on the team, said, "Overall, we have had a great season. Everything is going well,
and morale is up. I believe that
we have a very good team."
In women's tennis, the No.
9 Lady Tigers lost to Wake
Forest 6-3 and beat North
Carolina 7-2 in ACC action.

Jan Barrett, Janice Durden,
and Boba Tzvetkova had
singles victories in both games.
The women's tennis team
ended the regular season with
a 14-9 overall record and a 6-2
record in the ACC.
Emma Peetz said, "We hope
to continue to improve. As a
team, we have been practicing
and really working hard all
year. After all the injuries we
had to overcome, we still had
a great year."
In addition to this, Barrett,
Peetz,
and
Mitche
Sprenglemeyer were named
ACC tennis flight champions.
Barrett had a 28-8 singles
record, while Peetz was 22-13.
Sprenglemeyer had a 25-12
mark in singles and a 29-9
mark in doubles.
This weekend, both teams
will participate in the ACC
championship in Charlotte,
N.C. The men are seeded
fourth and will play fifth seed
Florida State. The women are
seeded second and will play
seventh seed North Carolina.
Kriese said, "We are in the
running to win the ACC. I
really feel encouraged that this
team could go all the way this
weekend. We need to finish
well to make the nationals."
Williams said, "I believe that
we have a good shot at winning it. I would like to leave
here knowing that we won the
ACC Championship."
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We Offer A Variety Of Floor Plans And Locations.
• We Have Two Bedroom Duplex Homes As Well As Two
Bedroom Townhouse Apartments, Both Just Five Miles From
Campus And Downtown. Both Locations Feature A
Swimming Pool.
•We Also Offer Two Bedroom Townhouse Apartments At
Clemson University.
•All Locations Feature Central Heat and Air, Wall to Wall
Carpeting, Appliances, etc.
•Best Of All Rent Starts At 325 Per Month!
•Ask Our Residents About The Many Positive Changes The
Last Few Months Have Brought, How Maintenance Is
Quickly Preformed, And How Responsive We Have Become
To Our Residents Needs. We think You'll Agree - Oak Crest
Apartments, Regency Townhouse Apartments, And Pelham
Creek Townhomes Are The Place To Be! Call Anne Batson
Today At 654- 1558 We Still Have a Few Homes Left!

Foothills Family Properties, Inc., in an effort to provide the very best in services to the
residents of all the properties it manages, will attempt to set up a resident and management
advisory committee on each of the properties managed by Foothills Family Properties, Inc.
These committees will be made up of residents from each of the properties, and will serve
to facilitate communication between residents, management, and the property owners.
While the actual format of these committees is yet to be decided upon, we are certain that
they will be instrumental in solving small problems in a timely manner and in preventing
small problems from becoming bigger problems. This is being done in a sincere effort to
maximize the enjoyment of living in a Foothills Family Properties, Inc. managed
community. We hope you will choose to live on one of these fine properties.
mmwmmeiammmmmmmmm^
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Club
CU 14-1 in ACC
cycling
by Lou Potenza
staff writer

by Patrick King
special to The Tiger
Come Fall, Clemson's Cycling club will include mountain bikers. In the past, the
club's members have been
road racers only. Due to
mountain biking's increasing popularity, however, fattired cyclists are now welcome to join the club.
This stems from the addition of mountain bike
competition to collegiate
cycling. Starting this year,
the National Collegiate Cycling Association (NCCA)
is issuing combined road,
track and mountain bike
liscenses to schools applying. In Clemson's conference, the Southeastern,
there will be three categories of riders: A- expert and
experienced sport racers, Bsport and novice racers and
C- beginner and first-time
racers.
The NCCA is a division
of the United States Cycling
Association (USCA), which
now includes the National
Off-Road Cycling Association. All amatuer competition is governed by the
USCA.
The first race in the
Southeastern Conference
will be this Sunday in the
Tuskegee National Forest.
The race is hosted by Auburn.
Racing is not a requirement forjoining the Cycling
club, however. Club membership is open to all Clemson students. There are no
try-outs or cuts, and club
members need to come to
the rides only when they
feel like it. Riders may join
to meet other cyclists or
improve their skill by taking
part in organized rides (helmets required). The club's
goal is Lo provide a good
atmospiiere for those interested in riding.
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Clemson won their fifth
ACC series of the year this
past weekend, beating Duke
twice.
The Tigers were handed
their first conference loss of
the year in Durham though,
halting their league winning
streak at 13.
The Tigers won the first
game 7-6, in a contest which
was suspended after seven innings on Friday because of
rain. Play was resumed on Saturday.
The first game had only two
innings left from Friday when
it was suspended at 7-6. The
game ended that way, with
Clemson picking up two hits
Saturday, but neither team
adding a run.
Clemson pitcher Jeff
Keppen picked up the win to
move to TO on the year. Scott
Winchester earned the save.
Duke
pitcher
Scott
Schoenewels suffered his first
loss of the year, dropping to 51 on the year.
The Blue Devils collected
18 hits in the second game,
including a single with one

out in the bottom of the ninth
by freshman shortstop Frankie
Chiou, which scored the gamewinning run.
Duke entered the ninth inning down 7-5 but managed to
pick up five hits en route to
the victory.
Duke pitcher Ryan Jackson
collected the win to even his
record at 4-4 while Scott Winchester took the loss for Clemson, falling to 3-2.
Clemson took the final
game of the series on Sunday,
dropping the Blue Devils by a
7-0 score.
The Tigers started off early,
scoring two runs in the first
inning, and they never bothered to look back.
Kris Benson started for CU,
who as a team gave up just
seven hits. He got the win for
Clemson, moving his record
to 6-0. Duke's Jim Sander suffered the loss to move his
record to 2-2.
The Tigers bettered their
record to 14-1 in the ACC,
while Duke fell to 5-7.
Clemson's next ACC action
begins tonight at 7 p.m. with a
three game series against the
University of North Carolina
in Chapel Hill.
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Erik Martin/staff photographer

Jason Dawsey hurls a pitch during action
earlier this season against Tennessee. The
Tigers are 14-1 in the ACC and are currently
ranked fourth in the nation.
The Bagel Barrel
12 Different kinds of Bagels!
We also have Bagel Sandwiches
Only 1 gram of fat and no cholesterol
101 Keith Street, Clemson
Tuesday-Friday 7:00am-3:00pm
Sunday 8:00am-l 2:00pm

(803) 653-5020
Saturdays 8:00am-3:00pm
closed Mondays

NOW AVAILABLE!
Healthy Choice Chicken Breast
Morningstar Farms Garden Pattie
at the Canteen
Morningstar Farms
Garden Pattie
at the Fernow Street Cafe

In response to customer
feedback at the
2nd Annual Nutrition/
Health Fair
these products have been
added to our menu.
Thanks for your input!
Looking for something we
don't carry? Just let us know.

Summer Jobs
In Atlanta

Great opportunities exist this summer at
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. in our
SUMMER ASSOCIATES PROGRAM.
Join our team of Telephone Sales Representatives and market
MBNA America Bank's Gold MasterCards to a national audience.
Work June, July and August • Earn Extra Money • Work Days or Evenings

•
•
•

$6.25/hour plus bonuses and incentives
Paid 1 week MBNA" education/training
Hours: 16 - 39 hours / week
(Mon-Fri 10am - 2pm, 5pm - 9pm, or 6pm - 10pm)

•
•

[01

A smoke-free, professional work environment
Easy access from MARTA and by car

iuse your strong communication skills, earn money and work for
a Fortune 500 Service Company... and let your special talents
pay off!!

A Student Community
2 bedroom/2 bath
Washer and dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus and swimming pool

• Completely furnished
• Special 2 tenant leases
• Summer session rentals

Call Today:

(404) 315-8811
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc.
2600 Century Parkway, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30345
MBNA Marketing Systems is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
^ MBNA Marketing Systems is • subsidiary of MBNA America Bank, N.A
©1994 MBNA America Bank, N.A.

FALL '94 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

i .1
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Wright prepares to enter NBA
% Zerza Hamilton
special to The Tiger
This past season, he was
Clemson's 6'11", 260 lb center, but now Sharone Wright
will be an NBA first round
draft choice. After deciding to
forego his final year of eligibility and enter the NBA draft,
Sharone looks forward to a
promising career.
Sharone predicts that he will
be drafted between the sixth
and the eighth pick in the draft.
He does not have a preference
for a team, but he would prefer to continue playing center
at the next level. Sharone's
main goal is to help the team
that drafts him win.
Following his successful career at Clemson, Sharone was
a candidate for both the 1994
Naismith and John Wooden
awards.
He is the second player in
Clemson history to record over
500 points and 300 rebounds
in a season, finishing this year
with 522 points and 362 rebounds.
This year, his junior season,
he was selected to the preseason first team All-ACC and
i) second team All-ACC for the
postseason. Sharone averaged
15.4 points, 10.6 rebounds and
2.9 blocks a game, and he is
the only ACC player to aver> age a double-double each of
the last two seasons.
Sharone's sophomore year
was just as impressive as his
junior year. He was selected
to the third team All-ACC,
averaging 15 points and 10.5
rebounds a game. He was sec-

ond in the nation in blocks per
game and tied for the most
blocks. In his freshman year,
he averaged 12 points per
game and 8.1 rebounds.
He was also a McDonald's
high school All-American.
Sharone closes out his career
at Clemson with over 1300
points, 903 rebounds and 286
blocks.
This is a long list of accomplishments for someone who
did not like basketball as a
child.
Sharone says, "I didn't like
the game when I was young
because I felt I had to play
because my dad played basketball. My dad played college
basketball at Savannah State
College. I started liking basketball in about the fourth
grade. I guess I inherited the
skills from my dad. Basketball
naturally comes to me."
Reflecting on his career at
Clemson, Sharone says his
sophomore year was his best.
"I think there was a lot of
pressure on me this year. Being one of the best players in
the country, everyone expects
you to completely dominate a
game, even when you're being
double and tripled teamed. I
went through every type of
defense that there is."
The athlete's most memorable games are the wins over
Oklahoma State andUNC this
year. Those games pitted him
against two of the other top
centers in the nation in Bryant
"Big Country" Reeves and Eric
Montross.
Comparing himself to
Montross, who will also be

entering the draft, he says, "I
think I am quicker than
Montross. I think he just plays
on a great team. There was
one game in which we played
at UNC and I had 22 points,
15 rebounds and 7 blocks but
that was overshadowed by
their win over our team."
Sharone chose Clemson
because of the environment
and he has learned that going
to school in a small town can
be helpful because "it helps to
keep you out of trouble."
He says he will miss his
friends, his teammates and the
people at Clemson. He would
like to be remembered, he says,
"as a guy who played hard as a
Tiger, for his team and for the
Tiger fans; a guy who was a
dedicated hard worker who
tried to live up to the expectations placed on him."
Sharone grew up in Macon,
Ga. where his mother, Carolyn
Wright, has always been a
strong influence on him and a
source of good advice.
Sharone is the middle child:
he has an older brother and
younger sister.
He grew up playing basketball at the Unionville Recreation and Community Center, and then high school basketball at Southwest High
School.
In showing he has not forgotten where he comes from,
he plans to donate money from
his earnings to the Unionville
Recreation Center and help
them in any way he can.
Sharone's role model is
Tree Rollins. Unlike many athletes today, he feels you can-

Riverhurst - Lighting & Design, Inc.

guard from last year. His favorite NBA player is Alonzo
Mourning, and he thinks his
basketball style as far as centers are concerned is similar
to Mourning's.
After his basketball career
is over, he plans to settle
down with a wife and some
kids and maybe become a
sports analyst or a basketball
coach. In the meantime, he
plans to get ready for the
draft by working out and playing basketball.

NEED
A
TUTOR?
The office of Student Development provides
tutors for many different subjects at just
$3 an hour, so call today!

656-0511

VALUE DAYS

y Come see us for Graduation gifts!
_|_ 1376 Tiger Blvd., Hwy 123-29631 (803) 653-LITE
P.O. Box 630, Clemson, SC 29633 FAX 653-7004

not choose whether or not
you want to be a role model.
He says, "even if you don't
want to, you still have to be a
role model, because you're in
the limelight and little kids are
going to look up to you."
Some of Sharone's hobbies
are playing his favorite video
game and collecting CDs.
Although he likes to hang
out with Wayne Buckingham
and Corey Wallace, his best
friend is Chris Whitney,
Clemson's standout point

8
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BOOK NOW FOR

^W THANKSGIVING
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We've been booking students home since 1976.
Every year, those who book now typically pay 1/2
of those who wait until fall!
GREENVILLE TO:
WASHINGTON
BALTIMORE
NEW YORK
NEWARK
BOSTON

$99
$99
$149
$149
$199

R.T.
R.T.
R.T.
R.T.
R.T.

FREE PIZZA!
WITH COUPONS BELOW
Buy any medium or large pizza, get the 2nd pizza FREE!
Hurry, offer ENDS May 15,1994
DINE IN/CARRY OUT/DELIVERY

No blackouts (yet!) during thanksgiving, all flights
wide open. Don't wait until august/september.
Fares will be much higher with limited availability.
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125
800-849-6125
(Students - clip this ad and give it to your parents!)

I
Buy Any Medium Or Large Pizzai
At The Menu Price, Get The 2ndl
Pizza Of Equal Or Lesser Value [
854-S892

DINE IN/CARRY OUT/DELIVERY

Buy Any Medium Or Large Pizza
At The Menu Price, Get The 2nd
Pizza Of Equal Or Lesser Value

854-8692 C D C C 1654"Sg46

GARRY OUT!

**J&l9f
Oiler expires 5/15/V4. Valid at Clemson
Pi/./.a 1 lut rcslauranl only. Nol valid with any
other offer. Nol valid with IHGI'OOT pi/.za.
Limited delivery area. 1/20 cash redemption
value. tmVtm I lut. Inc.
Limit 2 I'rcc pi/./as per coupon

-Hut.

J
llWIWIWW^IimMIIIH^^

MLL I DELIVERY

Otter expires 5/15/94. Valid HI Clemson
Pizza llui restaurant only. Not valid with any
other offer. Not valid with IHCJFOOT pizza.
Limited delivery urea 1/20 cash redemption
value. 1993 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Limit 2 free pi/,/,as per coupon

-Hut

■
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Tigers reach 40 wins
continued from page-25
Gamecock starterjayson
Haynie (8-4) picked up the
win, despite somewhat erratic control. He walked six,
including filling the bases
on free passes in the fifth
inning. However, David
Miller flied out \o left center to end the inning.
"I don't think he was impressive," said Monin of
Haynie. "We just weren't
on. He may have been effectively wild."
Then in the seventh, the
Tigers loaded the bases
again on walks, but once
again could not score, as
Monin flied out to left. "We
stranded runners," said
Leggett. "We had opportunities, but wejust didn't get
it done."
Billy Koch (3-1) took the
loss, despite firing a fivehitter over seven-plus innings. It was only the second loss of the season for
the seven freshmen pitchers on the staff, whose collective record is now 17-2.
The week got off to a
good start Monday night,
as C.U pounded an overmatched Charleston Southern squad 16-6. The game
was not on the original Tiger schedule and was
added, presumably, as a

April 22, 1994
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favor to former Clemson
standout and assistant coach
Randy Mazey, who is now head
coach at Charleston Souther n.
The Tigers jumped out to a
10-0 lead after the fifth inning,
but Charleston came back with
six unanswered runs over the
next two innings to close the

gap.
Then, in the bottom of the
seventh, CU put up five more
runs to secure the win. The
inning was highlighted by
three consecutive triples (believed to be the first time in
school history) from Jason
Dawsey, Paul Galloway and
Miller.
Also, catcher Will Duffle
tied the CU record for most
walks in a game, with four, as
Charleston Southern pitchers
combined to hand out 14
walks. Miller had three hits to
continue his torrid April, and
Mark Watson (4-1) went five
innings for the. win, his third
consecutive win.
Tuesday night in Athens,
the Tigers continued their
domination of the 'Dawgs with
a 10-6 victory, the third in three
tries this season. CU scored
single runs in four of the first
five innings to take a 4-2 lead
into the sixth, and then exploded for six runs in the top
of the sixth, sparked by four
doubles. Georgia added a run
in the sixth and three in the

Woodhaven
Club
Golf

seventh on a three-run blast
by Jim Polo, chasing starter
Andy Taulbee with two outs
in the seventh. However, Jeff
Sauve came on in relief, striking out the first five batters
he faced and getting two
groundouts to end the game.
Monahan led the Tigers
at the plate, collecting three
hits and four RBIs in five at
bats, and Miller continued
his hot streak, picking up
two more hits. Miller is now
(18-for-35 through UGa) in
his last eight games. Taulbee
had a rough outing, giving
up six earned runs on ten
hit, but got the win to improve to 8-3 on the year.
Georgia, however, is not
the opponent it once was.
Although they were the College World Series champions in 1990, the 'Dawgs are
now 16-20 this season after
Wednesday night loss to
Georgia Tech.
This weekend, the Tigers
travel up Tobacco Road to
face No. 22 North Carolina
in a three-game series, beginning tonight at 7 p.m.
Although UNC is ranked in
the top 25, it will be the
easiest weekend series Clemson has remaining, because
in the next three weekends,
the Tigers host No. 5 Miami
and No. 2 Florida State, then
travel to No. 3 Georgia Tech.

Stupidity on diamond
exhibited by Sanders
continued from page 15
no way he was going to allow
that to happen. Forget the fact
that he had just become his
teams' first baserunner and
the Reds were only leading by
two runs. He had been hit and
he wasn't going to take it anymore.
I heard one reporter's idea
to educate Sanders would be
to lock him in a room with
Aaron, Mickey Mantle and
Willie Mays and not let him

out until he understood the
nature of the game. Baseball
has changed and the mindset
of the player is no longer what
it once was. America's pastime
has moved on and regrettably,
it doesn't seem to be on the
road to recovery.
One more thing, if they dil
lock Sanders in that room!
would have one thing to say to
him upon his exit: You sir, are
an idiot.
Then I would throw a basq
ball at him.

Graduation Student Special
IITRAVEL AGENTS
f\ INTERNATIONAL,

Jp35?/pi
• 7 Nights

Cancun
May 21st Departure
Includes Round Trip Airfare
656-5424

Spring means Sunshine

803-646-5154
Cherry St., Pendelton "VA miles East of the Square'
Lights axe on!
Night golf & pro shop open till 10:30 p.m.
$1.00 off night rate w/ coupon good thru April 30
one per person.

GOING HOME TO SUMTER
THIS SUMMER?

Sunshine Cycle Shop of Clemson
106 N. Clemson Ave.

Make your summer count.
Plan to earn credits to meet your
needs and your college's requirements
— at an affordable cost.

Nine-week Summer session
Classes begin May 31 and end Aug 5
(Final Exams - Aug 8-9)
Registration - Wednesday, May 25
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties for the
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
for residents of other counties.
Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY...
HISTORY... ENGLISH... MATHEMATICSPSYCHOLOGY... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY.
Request a listing of courses available this summer. Write the
Office of Admissions, Central Carolina Technical College,
506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S.C. 29150,
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205.

CENTRAL CAROLINA
TECHNICAL

COLLEGE

Central Carolina Technical College does not discriminate in admissions or employment on the
basis of race, sex, color, age, religion, national origin or handicap. #5167/2/94

654-2429
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Farewell to 1994 greats Clemson Ultimate
by Brad Wise
staff writer
With the end of the spring
semester, another year of
Clemson athletics comes to a
close. From the first tailgate
party in September to the track
teams' final championships in
June, the year will have traveled many ups and downs.
However, there are a few
Tiger athletes who will depart
Clemson University only after
leaving an eternal mark on
their teams, teammates and
sports. Jessica Barr, Sam
Henson, Terry Smith andjaro
Zawislan are all among 1994's
greats.
Jessica Barr was named the
women's basketball team's
most valuable player, Kodak
Ail-American and Basketball
America's Women's Ail-American.
Barr led Clemson in scoring in 23 of 30 games played.
She also led the Tigers in rebounding in 23 of the 30
games.
She shot 55.2 percent from
the field and 44.4 percent from
three point land. Barr averaged 19.8 points per game,
and has been invited to the
1994 U.S.A. Basketball
Women's Basketball Team
Trials which are being held
April 28-May 4, at the U.S.
Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs, Co.
Another Clemson standout

out this year was football great,
Terry Smith. Smith was named
the offensive most valuable
player this year and is the top
receiver in Clemson history.
Smith, who had 162 catches
for 2,681 yards in four years at
Clemson, set the reception and
reception yardage career
records in 1993. He surpassed
Perry Tuttle who had 150
catches for 2,534 yards. In the
'93 season, Smith had 38 receptions for 776 yards and 4
touchdowns.
Tiger soccer standout Jaro
Zawislan, who graduated from
Clemson with a 3.55 grade
point average in computer science, was another Clemson
great.
Zawislan won the Edwards
Sportsmanship award given to
the student-athlete displaying
good sportsmanship on and
off the field.
During the '93 season,
Zawislan was named first team
all ACC. He also won the Jim
Weaver Award, given to the
top male student-athlete in the
ACC.
He was the first player to be
named MVP of the 1993 ACC
soccer tournament in spite of
being on the runner-up team.
He is the Clemson career
leader with 446 saves.
Sam Henson is perhaps one
of Clemson's greatest athletes
ever. He led the Clemson
Wrestling Team to a 7th place
finish in the NCAA tourna-

ment.
The two year Ail-American
won his second national championship in two years, finishing 1993 with a 37-0 record.
His win-loss record for his two
years at Clemson is 71-0.
Henson was also named Atlantic Coast Conference Wrestler of the Year, this year. He is
only the fourth Tiger in history to receive this award.
The 1993-94 athletic year
has seen many great plays and
players. Barr, Smith, Zawislan
and Henson are among the
Tigers' greats of all-time.
They not only led their
teams in their respective
sports, they also led Clemson
athletics with their dedication
and work. Clemson University will sorely miss them.

by Robin Younkman
special to The Tiger

Clemson Ultimate, also
known as the Joint Chiefs,
is becoming more and more
concentrated on posting
wins among the college
ranks. The Joint Chiefs,
ranked as high as 21 st in the
nation this spring, posted
an impressive 3-3 record this
past weekend at Southern
College Regionals in
Tuscaloosa, Al.
Despite taking only nine
players for a game that requires seven, Clemson Ultimate barely lost to Texas,
14-12. Texas eventually advanced to College Nationals, claiming one of twelve
spots.

Clemson has established
Nationals as their goal for
next season. Thejoint Chiefs
will return seven of the nine
players from Regionals this
year.
Their return, coupled
with strong recruiting, can
only bode well for the team's
chances next season and further in the future.
Team leaders describe the
ideal Ultimate recruits: "We
want hard core runners with
quick reflexes; dedicated
players willing to travel to.
tournaments and ready to
learn the exciting game of
Ultimate."
Interested players should
keep an eye out for posted
practice times early next semester.

Keep Up With the Tigers After Graduation
ACC Week, the only weekly publication devoted exclusively to ACC sports,
is your answer for keeping up with the Tigers once you leave campus. It
will come to you no matter where you're moving to. And if you're staying
in town, ACC Week will keep you informed about each new season, so you
won't miss a thing that's happening on campus (except the homework).
ACC Week gives you news on every competitive sport, including track,
gymnastics and lacrosse. With recruiting reports, tournament coverage,
and interviews with the best Tiger athletes. (Drop a hint: ACC Week
makes a great graduation gift.)
20 issues for $19.98 • One year $39 (43 issues)
Send check made payable to Piedmont Publishing Company,
along with your mailing address and phone number to
ACC Week, P.O. Box 3189, Winston-Salem, NC 27108-3189
or Call 1-800-690-4222 and charge it to your Visa or Mastercard

AC04?eeki
Not Just the Scores. More.

SUcrecrest Apartments
*Get Cne Month FREE*

Are you friendly? Creative?
Need a resume builder?
If your answer is yes,
then we need to talk!

Lease 12 months .and PAY FOR ONLY 11 MONTHS!!
2 Bedrooms 1 Bath
or 3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
Furnished and Unfurnished
Walking Distance to Campus
for information call Tri-County Realty at 654-0083

crc «*»«
HMRSTYUSTS

654-2599

The Tiger is now taking applications for our
advertising sales and advertising production
staffs for the Summer and Fall. The position
requires 15-20 hours per week around your
class schedule. To apply, see Larry Loew in
Room 906 Union or call 656-1596.

Kelly
- and Shcrri

Victoria Square
Clemson, SC

Men's Cuts - $5.00
Ladies - $7.00
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

Only
a J2JSJ3JS_

TAKE-OUT and EAT-IN

MMMJcl S

Egg Roll King
■—*» ■-* Fast & Fresh Chinese Food ■«■•»

Do yourself and your wallet a
favor: apply today!

z2

//////////////////////////////777777/////y/?777777/yy/y,

•Call for quick take-out*Call for quick take-out
n

19 Lunch Specials
(all with egg role & fried rice)

from $3.75

63 Dinners
'Free Delivery $8.00 niinimum "Ask for Discount Card

U
*Cail for quick take-out*Call for quick take-out'

Call us at 654-9485
103 Sloan St. • Clemson • (across from Tiger Town Tavern)

BWBraraf?Bjirrj¥¥i^r¥iirrjwiwi^
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May Specials

August Rentals
654-4344

654-4339

654-4344

654-4339

Golden Woods Apts

Golden Woods Apts

204 Paw Path
3 BR; 2 1/2 B; $625
Two Bedroom Town houses Reg $480 for $450
(with new carpet)!!!
224 C Charleston Ave.

934 $485 Two Bedroom, Two Full Bath, Flat
Georgetown Street, Good condition

Two Bedroom Flats
ONE FULL BATH
$325, $345
Two Bedroom, Two full Bath Flats for $485
Your choice of up or downstairs units.
Georgetown St.
Two Bedroom Town house overlooking pond & club.
$515 900F

900E Creekside Drive Golden Woods
$515 Two Bedroom Town house,
1 1/2 baths, 1064 Sq. Ft.,
Deck overlooks Pond & Pool
215 Paw Path; 3 Bedroom Townhouse
$625 per month
Three bedroom town houses from $595 to $625
WAITING LIST CALL NOW 654-4339
April Special
Free case of beer or soft drinks for any rental this
month!!!
Free Athletic Club Membership
Free Genoa Club Membership (21 or older)

Other units from $325 and up
April special-Free case of beverages
Genoa Club & Clemson Athletic Club
FREE

607 N Two Bedroom Town house $475, Water
included
Overlooks store & pool

And you thought you could only
afford macaroni and cheese.
"

:
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Macintosh Quadra* 650 8/230,
internal AppleCD7" 300i CD-ROM Drive, Macintosh*
Color Display, Apple" Extended Keyboard II and mouse.

165 4/160.

Power Macintosh™ 6100/60 8/160, Apple*
^
Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II and mouse.

Right now; you could take home one of the country's best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
computers' for incredibly low monthly payments. By ^^HVVVVVMjMMfPWVOT^^H ever lls t'iat simP'e- So, stop by your Apple Campus
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can I HHliHhMliHUHiBliiBHin^^^H Reseller for further information. ,
■, < '
choose from the entire Macintosh* line or grab a PowerBook* the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget. iujUlt!

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
'Dataquest, 1994. &I994 Apple Computer, Inc. Ml rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra and PowerBook are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleCD andAudioVision are trademarks of Apple Computer, mc.
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Young's future
at CU doubtful
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
With the end of spring
practice came the possible
end of Shawn Young's career in Clemson football. But
no determination can be
made about his future just
yet.
Shawn Young, the former
standout quarterback from
Daniel High School, left the
football team and withdrew
from the university a few days
ago.
The reason he left was a
recurring vision problem. A
problem that caused him to
have blurred vision and dizzy
spells.
Young, a junior, transferred to Clemson from
Itawamba Community College in Mississippi. He will
still have two years of eligibility should he return.
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Evidently, Young's vision
originated in an intramural
basketball game last year at
Itawamba. He received a concussion from banging during a fats break.
After this had happened,
Young began to experience
vision problems. Many
people believe that this concussion is still giving Young
his vision problems.
Young's ailment has affected him not only on the
field, but in the classroom as
well. He said that his vision
has completely hampered
him in these two areas.
Young insists that this is
the only reason he is leaving
the university.
Coach Tommy West had
suggested that Young sit out
his first year as a medical
redshirt. It is not known if
Young will come back to
Clemson or not.
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KENWOOD • SONY • ALPINE • MOTOROLA • KENWOOD • SONY • ALPINE • MOTOROLA • KENWOOD • SONY • ALPINE •

Need to sell
your car?
Use
The Tiger's
Campus
Bulletin.
It works.. .really!
The Tiger 906 Union
656-2167

?
Do you have a question
you need answered?
Got a problem with a
Tiger article? Write to:
The Tiger
CU Box 2097
Clemson, SC 29632

Look!
for our next
issue this
summer

May 20
Call
656-2150 to
advertise

Motorolla Cellular Phones
LEASE PURCHASE OPTIONS
Sprint Cellular

You can lease a motorolla phone and enjoy Sprint
Cellular service for about sl.°° a day! After fulfilling a]
24 month service contract with phones for as little as
$ 95
8. per month, ownership of phone transfers to you.

Authorized Dealers

•Kenwood
•Sony
•Rockford
•Alpine Stereo
•Alarms
•Cruise Controls

$11.95
Lease the 2900 carry
phone for $8.95 per
month, including taxes. *

While Supplies Last

Lease the DPC550 flip phone
for $11.95 per
month, including taxes. *

• New Line of
Service Required
• 24 month contract
required

CRUSIN' SOUNDS

Sprint Cellui/ii
Authorized Dealer

123 By Pass QQ
Seneca
882-733*i4

KENWOOD • SONY- ALPINE • MOTOROLA • KENWOOD • SONY 'ALPINE • MOTOROLA- KENWOOD • SONY ' ALPINE •

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 and 2 Bedrooms $295 to $495
Swimming Pool«Tennis Court«Shuttle Service

Burton Properties
9 Locations:
Heritage Pointe Old Central Road
Heritage Station Lindsey Road
West Bank
Vicksburg
Wesley Street
College Street
Village Green
umwwmmmm

MmnmMllimammmmmmmmmnmmMWm

653-7717
After hours
654-3444 or
654-2412 or
657-2268
wwmM m

"
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Wanf to avoid long lines and busy signals
when you check on your financial aid?

Glemson University is pleased to
introduce exciting new services for
student inquiries.
Automated Voice Response System
Available May 1,1994

• Available May 1,1994

Call (803) 656-1090

• View on-line through Student
Information Services (SIS) on any
mainframe terminal

• General information

1

Financial Aid Information System

Application procedures

• General information

Financial aid application status

• Outstanding documents

Application or Financial Aid
Transcript requests

• Financial aid awarded
• Financial aid history

24-hour access from any touch tone
phone

• Student account information
available this summer from
Business Affairs

For financial aid information through SIS, continuing students
can select "Financial Aid Information" and enter your student ID
number and password as you do to register for classes. (The
Computer Center Help Desk at 656-3494 can help you with
expired or forgotten passwords.) For 1994-95 information, you
must request the year "95".
For information about your student account, select "Student
Records Access" and "Show University Account Information".
Your financial aid status is at your finger tips.
Quick.
Convenient.
Accurate.
LJAL

J
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Campus Bulletin
To place an ad in the Campus
Bulletin section, stop by room 906 in
the University Union or. send your ad
to The Tiger, Box 2337, Clemson University, Clemson, SC, 29632. The cost
is 25 cents per word for nonstudents
and 10 cents per word for students.
The Tiger reserves the right to revise
or reject any advertisement. All ads
submitted must include the name and
contact number of the person placing
the ad.

GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50
- $250 FOR YOURSELF plus up to
$500 for your club! This fund-raiser
costs nothing and lasts one week. Call
now and receive a free gift. 1-800-9320528, Ext. 65.

Announcements

Kenmore washer and dryer for
sale. $100 each. Call 653-4557 for any
information. Ask for Cyndi.

WANTED: Your true stories of
bizarre dates and psychotic relationships. Mail to: Dates from Hell, PO
Box 174, Clemson, SC 29633.

For Sale
Single Loft for sale. Fire retardant paint. $30 call Cathy, 858-8377.

Sony single CD player. Has program and shuffle play. Good condition. $75. 654-4120.

More trivia from the PRTM
Outdoor Lab: What did students in
Education, Psychology, Sociology, Biochemistry, History, Chemical Eng.,
and PRTM do together this past year
to improve life for people with special
needs? They worked respite care
camps at the OL! Fall semster will
begin with 2 programs for chidren
with cancer. Earn credit, recieve training, and get paid while making other
people happy. Call us at 646-7502 to
get on the summer mailing list; only
30 students will be accepted.

Kramer electric guitar with
Floyd Rose II tremolo system. White
Strat. style with black pick guard. Very
nice. Plus, Peavey amp with distortion.
$300 for both.

125 Days! 'til SPITTOONO
XIV. August 25, 26, 27. National
Guard Armory sofball field. First
weekend of fall semester. Kick it off
in style!

Sailboard 12', 2 sails. Great for
beginner. $300. 654-2490.

Come ride, walk, stroll, etc. in
the Bikeathon to support St. Jude's
Children's Hospital on Saturday April
23, 1994 atjervey. If intersted please
contact Paul Wright at 858-4119. Sponsored by the PRTM 205 lab.
EUROPE this summer? Fly-only
$169! CALIFORNIA-$ 129 each way!
Now Florida too. CARIBBEAN/Mexican coast r/t $189! No gimmicks- no
hitches. AIRTECH 1-800-575-TECH.
ATTENTION: Student groups
and Greeks! The Tiger has just made
it easier for you to place announcements in the Campus Bulletin. Simply deposit a check with us once, and
your members can place ads with us
until that money runs out. It couldn't
be easier! Stop in today! 906 Union.
*FREE LOVE* 4 dogs and 13
cats need homes. 646-3845.

Business
Opportunity
Business Opportunity - Looking for a first job or part-time job?
How does this sound? You set your
own hours, pay, and have an insane
income potential, all for a laughable
initial investment? Curious? I'm here
to help. Call Raphael at 888-2333.
Enrich.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble products at home.
Info 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158.
Earn an extra $2000 per
month. Is it worth your time to find
out how? Call 654-3535.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW! ENVELOPE STUFFING. $600-$800 every week. Free Details: SASE to International Inc., 1375
Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New
York 11230.

mm

3BR, 2BA, 3 year-old. Best buy
in easy-resale neighborhood. 10 minutes to campus. Quiet cul-de-sac. Owners moving. $61,900. 654-9381.
Scooter Yamaha Jog for sale.
Excellent condition. For info 6549403.

1990 Plymouth Laser RSI
Turbo, 5 spd. loaded, 60K miles, excellent condition. $7500. 654-2023.
For Sale: Microwave $50, Sound |
Blaster Pro 16-bit music card $75, infant bassinet $25, walker $10, changing table $15, miscellaneous infant]
boy's clothes/ bottles/ toys/ etc. All i
reasonable offers accepted. 654-5587.

Help Wanted
Lifeguards: Trinity Pools is
now hiring lifeguards, managers, swim
coaches, and instructors for the Metro
Atrlanta area. Full and Part time positions are available. For information
(404) 242-3800.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. May earn $2,000+/
month in canneries or $3,000$6,000+/month on fishing vessels. For
more info, call: 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5381.
Wanted: Upper classmen (Junior, Senior or Grad.) Marketing or
Business student interested in promoting business in Pendleton-ClemsonAnderson area. Must be aggressive,
hard-working, and have neat appearance. Will get percentage of any contracts/ sales made. Call 646-6003 between 10AM - 5PM for appointment.
Possibility for partnership, no investment required.
Chiefs Wings & Firewater P-T
& F-T. Hiring all positions. Apply in
person M-S, 2-4 PM.
Summer Employment in Clemson: 5 students needed for food service support at the C.U. Outdoor Lab.
AM and PM shifts available, 30-35
hours per week. Call Michael Comire

at 646-7502 to schedule interview
time. Employment can begin immediately.
TRAVEL and earn college
credit in paid summer internship. Call
1-800-251-4000 ext. 1576.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make up to $2000-$4000+/

mo. teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages required. For info, call: (206)
632-1146 ext. J5381.
Pasta House: Now hiring experienced F-T or P-T bar and wait staff
for lunch and dinner. Authentic Italsee pacje 36
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Send A Friend
Balloons!
e
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Balloon Buy

Mon 4/25 to Thurs 4/28
in the Loggia or in front of
Schilletter

PQ

I

Delivery on Sun 4/31!!!
-1
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Proceeds to benefit Underprivileged
Children's Camps
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Gives Ifiree0ium6s Up!
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Sat. Open from 11:30 a.m.-ALL DAY!

i Fresh Veal, Chicken , Steaks & Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian "Wine List

Mice for sale. Call Bill or
Stephen 885-1490.
Apartments available at
Pinestreet Townhouses. Call Clemson
Tri-County Realty at 654-0083.
Apartments available at
Crawford Courts. Call Clemson TriCounty Realty at 654-0083.

4126 Clejiison Blvd. Next To Holiday Spa

•S?

231-8811

Allen's Creations, Inc. O

O

Frame & Art Gallery
presents:

O

The Diploma Collection
Aliens' Creations has the wildest
variety of diploma framing samples
in the area. Samples on display
range in price from $20 to $125.
You are invited to stop by and
inspect the quality workmanship
that goes into each and every
frame job we complete.

r

e

Stop by and Register for a

diploma Mount and frame JoS\
(up to a $ 100 value)

mm^m»mummmmmmmmm
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plus utilities. 653-

8659.

ian cuisine, excellent tips. Apply in
person.
Rewarding Summer Job. Orlando, FL residential summer camp
for the developmental^ disabled. Now
hiring counsellors 18 or older. Live
and work on beautiful lakefront property. Excellent opportunity for careerrelated experience in a caring environment. Call (407) 889-8088 for application and salary information.
Cruise ships hiring- Earn up to
$2000+/ month on cruise ships or
land tour companies. Summer & Full
time employment available. No experience necessary. For information call
P206-634-0468 ext. C5381.
Program Coordinators needed.
Orlando, FL. Residential summer
camp serving the developmentally disabled. Live with and supervise 40 staff
and design camp activities. Camp exp.
and exp. with the developmentally
disabled required. Call (407) 889-8088
for information on rewarding job.
Summer Resort Jobs- Earn to
$12/hr. + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
Rockjes, Alaska, New England, etc. 1800-807-5950 ext. R5529
COUNSELORS Prestigious coed Berkshires, MA summer camp
seeks skilled college juniors, seniors,
and grads. Generals and Specialists in
Tennis, Athletics, Swimming,
Watersports, Theatre, Dance, Silver
Jewelry, Newspaper. Have a rewarding
"Snd enjoyable summer! Salary plus
room and board. Call: CAMP
TACONIC 800-762-2820.
Lifeguards, swim coaches ,
swim instructors, summer positions
are available in North Metro Suburban Atlanta area. Certification classes
available. Call SW1MATLANTA
POOL MANAGEMENT, 992-7665.

Tillman Place Condo: Summer
special, fully furnished, $165 each,
female only. 654-5053.
3 bedroom house for fall. Fully
furnished, $135 each, 2 females
needed. 654-5053.
Rent: Lovely house near campus. $875.00. Only faculty or mature
students. 654-6202 Ms. Bell or (404)
229-4904 Ms. Lawson.
For sublease, May 15- Aug. 15.
2 bed, 2 bath, furnished mobile home,
$200/mo. negotiable. Call 654-3398.
Rooms for Rent: Lovely home
near campus. $200/ month plus utilities. 654-6202, Ms. Bell or (404) 2294904, Ms. Lawson.
Grad student wanted for summer. Own bedroom in 2 bedroom apt.
$175/month plus 1/2 utilities. 6542490.
Available May through August
and beyond: Apt for rent. 1 bedroom
w/ large bath. Dishwasher, wash/dry
hookups, ample parking. Cheap utilities. Negotiable lease. Excellent condition. Perfect for grads/ new professionals. 10 minute walk to campus.
653-9109.

pus. Pool, cable, is furnished. $136.25
per month plus 1/4 utilities. Aug. 94
-July 95 654-7369.
Apartment available- Daniel
Square 2 bedroom. $235.00 per person, $940/month. Dr. Woodard:
Home 653-3608, work 656-3233.

C

Apartment for rent in
Riverbank Commons- Clemson. Fully
furnished, pool, shuttle to campus.
Need 2 females for 2nd summer session, and up to 4 for spring and fall.
$190/mo. plus utilities. Will sublease
if necessary! Call 653-5339, leave name
and number on machine.

Volleyball Bash III, 2PM, Sat
23rd. If you know what it is, then you
know what to do.

Summer Apartment One person needed, male or female. Swimming pool, volleyball court, your own
fully furnished bedroom. Call Scott
654-3178.

Princess Farnoosh, Have a wonderful birthday!! I hope this year will
be memorable in many ways! Your
Prince.

House for Rent 3Br, 2Ba, LR,
DR, large yard, garage, fully furnished
at 118 Freedom Dr. $850. 4 students,
12 month lease. Call collect 803-7909071 after 7:00 PM.
Need one roommate to sublease summer sessions. Tillman Place.
$235/mo. Own room, pool, volleyball,
W/D, great roommates. 654-6869.
Roommate needed through
June 30 (1995). Grad students preferred, female. Apt. in Central. Ask for
Christine at 653-3166

2 males needed for apartment
in Village Green. 3/4 mile from cam-

Roommate needed: female

£)Jk (White
104 N. CLEMSONAVE.

653-5600

Earn High Income ($4000$8000+) & Gain Valuable Business
Experience selling yellow pages advertising in your official student campus telephone directory. A car is required. Call National Marketing Director, College Pro Publishing at 1-800466-2221.

Charlene, congratulations on
your new baby girl, Maria! It wil be
nice to have a neice for a change! Love,
your brother, Billy Ebner!

Study hard pledges of Delta Sig!
You'll need it. Good luck - The BrothGood luck Delta Sigma Pi
pledges tomorrow at initiation! Study
hard!!! Deb.
Susan, Good luck on exams and
have a great summer. See you in Tiger Band naxt fall. PeachFUZZ.

An end finally comes. Onward
we travel down the path, but carefully
with the knowledge we've gathered.
Until our paths cross once more ..
D.E.A.
Hey dude, Look dude, I
thought dude was cool dude...
Darlin' see the shackle marks
on my skin. It's been a commentary
on the state I'm in. Pleasure has been
my life. VOL.
while(0 = = 0){
printf("T%c%c%c%cig%c%c
%c%c%cc%cs,%cR%s%c%c%c%c%c%s",104,101,32,84,101,114,
32,115,119,107,32,"ead ",84,105,
109,101,79,"ut!") }
Ken, I had a long talk with Ben
and I have decided that I need a complete change of pace. Sorry :(
Becky
List close my scholars dear,
Doctrines, politics, and civilization
exurge from you....If you were not
breathing and walking here, where
would they all be? The most renown'd
poems would be ashes, orations and
plays would be vacuumes. Walt
Whitman.

A"*RENTSII
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
ELECTRONICS
Monthly- Weekly* Daily

WE DELIVER
646-5705
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University Place Summer Sublease. Up to 4 people. Furnished, water included, washer & dryer, 4 bed-

April 22, 1994
nonsmoker. $197.50/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. Own bedroom. Walking distance to campus. Summer sublease.
Amy: 653-3195 or leave message.

T-SHIRTS • JEWELRY • INDIAN PRINT SPREADS
POSTERS • CANDLES • INCENSE • CARDS

HWY 76 PENDLETON

§tvmtt$
Depression • Anxiety • Stress
Personality Disorders
Interpersonal Problems
Adjustment Disorders
Individual/Family
102-3 Earle Street, Clemson, SC 29631
behind S.C. National Bank
(803) 654-1936

I! NEED MONEY HONEY!
WANTED
WE PAY CASH

Chests, bookcases, Desks,
Couches, Shelves, etc....
Elin's Elf
104 Madden Bridge
Central, SC 29630
639-4740
654-6241
Mon.-Sat. 9:00am - 5:30pm

CLEMSON BLUE CHEESE
A Product that's
Uniquely Clemson.
-C^EMSOi^

Remember the folks at home.
Bring them a taste
of a Clemson tradition.
They'll appreciate your consideration.

ADollarflFF
a Wheel of
|f| B
Clemson Blue Cheese
at the Agricultural Products Sales Center
in Newman Hall.
Expires: 5-15-94

(With This Coupon)

